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Enrollment has ups, do wn s
By BARBARA YAEGER

liMy Computer Science 73 progra m Is here someplace. I spent
all n.lght at
the comput er center trying to get it to run and it finally did, on
the 449th
run. I guess if I don't find, it at least I can turn something in to
my T A to
show him I tried (and tried and tried•.• )!"
( Photo by Bee)

Fo r the Stu den ts of UMR
Thursd ay, Februa ry 5, 1981

Sixteen Pages

Haddock and Hamblen resign
By KEN HARDY

The math and compute r
science departme nts will
both lose 'their chairmen
due to recent resignations.
Late last week Dr. Haddock
of math and Dr. Hamblen of
compute r science tendered
letters of resignation. Their
resignations will be effective
next Septemb er.
Dean Barker of the College
of Arts and Sciences refused
to commen t on the reasons

for the resignations but
stated that they were unsolicited . Dean Barker told
the Miner that he has great
respect for both men and
that he attempte d to
discoura ge
their
resignations.
Professo r Haddock did not
wish to commen t on the
reasons for his resignation.
Professo r Hamblen was not
reached for comment. .
It is known that a meeting
of the compute r science

AP O sponsors
ann ual wal k-a -tho n
SUBMITTED BY A.P.O.
Voice of the St. Louis
Cardinals
Jack
Buck,
Chairma n of the Gateway
Chapter of the Cystic
Fibrosis Foundation, today
named Mr. Steve Brophy
and Alpha Phi Omega,
service . fraternity , of the
Unlyersity of Missouri at
Rolla, sponsor of the 2nd ,
Annual Walk-A-Thon in
Rolla.
The Alpha Phi Omega's
will be conducting their
Walk-A-Thon this Spring to
raise funds which will
support research and care
for children affected by
cystic fibroisis.
Cystic fibrosis is a fatal
.lung and digestive disease

which affects one in every
1500 babies born in ' the
United States. Both parents
must carry the recessive CF
gene, and one in twenty
persons may be carriers
without knowing it. With
continued research a test
can be developed to determine who the carriers of the
CF gene are. At this point, 50
percent of all CF patients
are living to enjoy their 18th
birthday and beyond, due to
improved therapy.
" Most people do not
realize that by participa ting
in our Walk-A-Thon, you can
help these children who can
never take breathing for
granted, and have a lot of fun
while you ' re at it, " said
Steve Brophy.

faculty expresse d desire for
Professo r
Hamblen
to
continue as chairman .
Both men will continue as
faculty at UMR. Professo r
Hamblen may wish to take
advantag e of a sabbatica l
leave to pursue areas of
particula r
interest
in
compute r science. A definite
decision has not been made
yet.
Professo r
Haddock,
chairma n of the math
departm ent since 1968, will
resume duties- as an instructor and research er. He
looks forward, he said, "to
experien cing again some of
the things I enjoyed when I
was teaching ." He said he
has no regrets over his
decision to resign.
To replace the two
chairmen the two affected
faculties will form search
committe es. The process to
fill the chairman ships can
take up to a year or longer
from the date of vacancy.
Federal
regulations
prohibit solicitation of a
candidat es for a period of
sixty days after the vacancy
occurs in a departme nt
chairman ship. After that
period, ads will be placed in
appropri ate trade journals,
educatio nal journals, and
minority journals, according
to Dean Barker.
Notices of the search will
also be sent to universities
and industries. The aim is to

compare d with 3,515 men.
This
resulted
in
an
enrollme nt that was only
13% women.

The unofficial enrollment
on
the
University
of
.Missouri-Rolla campus for
the Spring, 1981 semester
The School of Engineri ng
now
stands
at
5,620.
again has the largest
Although the official number
enrollme nt with just over
.will be unavallable until
3,600 students. If the
after the first four weeks of
engineer ing students from
classes, Mr. Paul E . Ponder
the School of Mines and
of the Registra r's Office said
Metallur gy are included in
this number should be close
Men outnumb er women on this group, there are apto what is expected after the the Rolla campus 4,500 to proximat ely
4,450 students in
official count. Th\s number 1,100. Therefore, close to the engineer
ing diSCipline .
shows approxim ately 500 20% of the UMR population This
comprise s about 80% of
fewer students than were is female. At the graduate the total
campus population.
registrer ed for the fall level 65 of the 500 graduate 'The remainin
g students are
semester of 1980, but almost students are women which is divided
througbout com500
more
than
were 13%. Of the 130 doctoral level puter science, mathema tics,
registere d in the Spring of students, 14 are women, humaniti
es, philosophy, etc.
1980. The decline in students which is 11%. These num- Compute
r science is one of
from the fall semester is due bers indicate a sizeable the fastest
growing departmostly
to
Decembe r increase in the female ments on campus as Its
graduatio n, according to Mr. population over a short enrollme
nt this semester
period of time. F ive years shows an increase of almost
ago, in the Spring of 1976, 50% over last year at this
there were 527 women time.

Missouri M in er
Volum e 69, Numbe r 19

Ponder. The freshman class
now consists of just over
1,400
students,
the
sophomore class just over
1,100, the junior class just
over 1,040 and the senior
class stands just over 1,500
students. There are about
500 students enrolled in
graduate school.

reach the widest possible
field of potential candidates.
The faculty search committees will screen all applicants and pass on a list of
several qualified nominees
to the dean. The dean will
make his choice from this
list and pass his man on to
the chancellor for final
approval .

Lynch grievance
pro ced ure continues
By BARBARA YAEGER
In the Decembe r 11, 1980
issue of the Miner an article
appeared describing the use
of the University Employe e
Grievanc e Procedur e. The
case under discussion was
that of Mr. Tim Lynch,
former housing manager at
the
Quad,
who
was
dismisse d from that position
by his superviso r, Jess Zink,
director of Auxiliary Enterprises . The reasons for
his dismissa l have not been
made public and probably
will not be known until the
formal grievanc e procedur e
is completed.
At the time of the previous
article, Mr. Lynch had

already appealed to the
Universi ty
Grievance
Represen tative and was
waiting for a reply.· Since
then, Mr. Lynch's case has
been turned down by the
Universi ty
Grievance
Represen tative. Mr. Lynch
is now in the process of
submittin g an appeal to a
grievanc e committe e to be
composed of three members: one chosen by Mr.
Lynch, one chosen by the
University, and one 'agrOOci
on by both parties.
If this committe e rejects
his appeal, Mr. Lynch has
one more option in the sixstep procedur e, an appeal
directly to the University
Board of Curators .

Kissinger to lecture.
SOURCE :OPI
Dr. Henry A. Kissinger,
secretary of state in the
Nixon
and
Ford
administrat ions, ' will dellver
the third in the University of
Missouri-Rolla's Remmer s
Lecture Series at 8 p.m.
Monday, March 9, in the
Gale Bullman Multi-Purpose
Building.
The Remmer s Special
Artist/Le cturer
Series,
supporte d through a fund set
up by UMR alumnus Walter
E. Remmer s and his wife,
has
previously brought
former Presiden t Gerald R.
Ford and pianist Leonard
Pennario to the UMR
campus.
Admission to the lecture is
by t!cket and there is no
charge. Tickets will be
avallable to UMR students,
faculty and staff (two per
I.D. card) Feb. 16 through

Feb. 27 at the University
Center. From March 2
through March 6, tickets will
also be aVallable to the
public (two per person) as
well as to UMR personnel.
Tickets must be picked up in
person and no reservati ons
will be taken by telephone or
mall.
Dr. Kissinger served as
Secretar y of State from 1973
to 1977, and was also
Assistan t
for
National
Security Affairs to Presiden t
Nixon from 1969 to 1975. He
received the Nobel Peace
Prize in 1973 and the
P residenti al
Medal
of
Freedom , _. this
nation's
highest civilian award, in
1977.
Since
leaving
the
Departm ent of State he has
been on the faculty of
Georgetown University. He
is also special consultant for

world affairs for NBC, a
senior fellow of the Aspen
Institute, chairman of the
Internati onal
Advisory
Committ ee of the Chase
Manhatt an Bank, consultan t
to Goldman Sachs and
director of the Foreign
Policy Association.
He has written six books,
including his latest best
seller,
"White
House
Years."
From 1954 until 1971, Dr.
Kissinge r was on the faculty
of Harvard University in the
Departm ent of Government
and at the Center for Internation al Affairs (on leave
from 1969 to 1971).
A native of Germany and a
naturaliz ed U.S. citizen, he
served in the U.S. Army
Counterintelligence Corps
during World War II. He
holds B.A., M.A. and Ph.D.
degrees
from
Harvard
Universi ty .
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Editor's Note: If your organization is havtrig
meeting, turn in details to the MINER office in
Building T-l before Monday at 9 p.m. and we will list it
in the Activities Section of the paper. No articles
submitted will be printed unless written ·in complete
sentences with proper grammar. No schedule or
flyers will be rewritten and published by the staff for
the Activities Section.
If your organization is sponsoring a campus-wide
event for the benefit of charity, get us details before
Monday at 9:00 p.m. We will advertise the event free
of charge in this space.
The MINER reserves the right to edit any notices or
ads for this page before publication.

THURSDAY
UMR PHOTO CLUB
The UMR photo Club is having an open meeting F eb. 12 a t 7: 30 p.m.
In the Mark Twain room a t University Center East. Anyone Interested
In photography or In learnlng ahout photography is welcome.
BETA em SIGMA
There will be a Beta ChI Sigma meeting Tuesday; February 10, at
6: 30 at Kappa Alpha. All members and pledges are urged to a ttend.

TUESDAY
.
RESUME WRITING-INTERVIEWING SKILLS
A workshop is to be beld at the MInority Engineering Program
Office. 1203 State Street, from 6 to 7:30 p.m. on Feb. 10. All Interested
students encouraged to attend.
.

AMERICAN CHEMICAL SOCIETY
W.T. Schrenk Society. student affillate of the A.C.S. will hold Its
first meeting of the semester Tuesday, Feb. 10 at 7:00 p.m. In room 125
of the Chern. building. Dr. Bertrand of the Chemistry department will
give a talk entitled " Wine, Women, and Thermodynamics." Refreshments after the meeting. Everyone is welcome.
I

I

'.

UPE
Upsilon Pi Epsilon, the Computer Science honorary, will have a
meeting Tuesday, February 10, at 6:30 p.m. In Room 3Z1 of the MathComputer Science Building. All members are asked to attend as
several Important topics will be discussed.

S.ME.
The Society of MInIng Engineers will have a meeting Tuesday,
February 10, at 7:30 p.m. Room 197, Mining Building. The speaker
will be Jim Brown from Monterey talking on interviewing techniques.

SOUTHWINDS CLUB
The Southwlnds Club will hold Its regular meetings the second
Wednesday of each month. Regular meeting dates are as follows :
February 11, March 11, April 8, and May 13. Meetings will be held In
G-8 Hum-Soc. Sc. at 4: 30p.m.
AlJ members are urged to attend the Feb. 11th meeting as comm ittee chairmen for the 1981 Southwlnds will be selected.
AMERICAN INSTITUTE elF CHEMICAL ENGINEERS
The American Institute of Chemical Engineers will hold a meeting
on Wednesday, Feb. 11, at 7:00 p.m. In Room G~ of the Chemical
Engineerln~ bulldJng. Jack May, from Atiantic Richfield, will speak
on his chemical engineering experiences In Red China.
WESLEY
Dwight Fulton will present slides of the Christian Technology Action Project on the San Bias Islands off of Panama. Rolla students
helped the IndJans of San Bias build a reservoir. The program begins
at 6:00 p.m. Wednesday at the Wesley Foundation, 403 W. 8th St.
Everyone is invi ted.

NODAY
FINANCIAL AID
There are several persons who have not picked up their FALL
Missouri Grant checks. Please contact the Cashiers Office, Basement
Parker Hall.
Also, due to state cuthacks the SPRING Missouri Grant checks will
probably be reduced. As soon as we have more information other
announcements will be made.
MEAL CONTRACTS
Student meal contracts are currently available for Thomas Jefferson (TJ ) Rayl Cafeteria and the University Center. Students need
not reside In University housing to purchase a meal contract. Numbers may be limited at the University Center, although not at Rayl or
TJ.
Two types of contracts are available - one which provides 20 meals
a week and one which calls for 15 meals per week. The 2O-meal
program is available at Rayl and TJ, while the 15-meal plan is offered
at the University Center.
The cost of the 2O-meal plan is $425 per semester, while the 15-meal
program is $405 per semester. A monthly payment plan is available.
Interested students should stop by the Housing Office, 212
University Center-West, Between 8 a .m . and 4:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday for further informaUon or to pick up a contract.
MAY GRADUATES

W EDNESDAY
NATIONAL SOCIETY OF BLACK ENGINEERS
The National Society of Black Engineers and scientist will hold ~
general meeting at 7:00 p.m. on Tuesday, February 10 In the
Mera mac Room-University Center East.

If you will be completing requirements for a degree a t the end of the

spring semester, you should make application for that degree by
going to the Registrar's Office at your earliest convenience. The
Registrar's Office will not be able to Include you with other students
finished undergraduate and graduate degrees on May 17 unless you
make application with Lauren Peterson.

Missouri Miner

The MIssourI MIner is the official publlcatlon of the students of
the University of Missouri at Rolla. It is publlsbed weekly at
Rolla, Missouri. 'lbe MIssourI MIner features activities of the
students and faculty of UMR.
Editor
Marilyn Kolbet
364·844 I
Bqsiness Manager
Daryl Seck
364.9792
,Managing Editor
Chris Ransom
341 .2810
[Faculty Advisor
Curtis Adams
341.4809
Advertising Director
Cynthia Monds
364.8989
Advertising Sales Staff: Dea n Hutson, Marvis Rid gely.
News Editor
Paul Braun
364.9792
News Staff: Chris Noonan, Ke n Hardy,
Suzy
Bruner, Danny Grueninger, John Johnson , Barbara Yaeger.
Features Editor
Mary Ford
341 ·2764
Features Staff: Bob Koenig, Dave Willia ms. Laura Bender, AI
Oakes, Jackie G riggs.
'Sports Editor-----John Daniel
341 ·2810
Sports Staff: Marc Schrank, Dave Jones, Dan Brown, Kevin
,Lyons, Doug Mosley, Dave Roberts.
,Photo Editor
Dave Caswell
341 ·2495
IPhotographers: Rick Bee, Eric Gieseke, Doug Meyer.

We're ready to
help you solve
your literature
problems with
a complet e
stock of cliffs
Not e s cove r ing frequently
assigned
novels, plays
and classi cs.

STUDENT COUNCIL
The Student Council of the University of MIssourI-Rolla is now
taking applications from all recognized campus organizations that
feel they need student funds to support themselves. Any organization
recognized by the University which would llke.to request funds should
contact the Student Council office at 202 Old Student Union for forms.
If you have 8IIYquestions, contact Jeff McKee at 364-M77.

BLUE KEY
Blue Key National Honor Fraternlty is now accepting applications
for Spring 1981 pledging. Appllcation forms may be picked up at the
Candy Counter In the University Center or In the Student Activities
Office. They must be returned to either location by FrIday, February
6. If you have any questions, contact Greg Grlndlnger at 364-4841.
THETA TAU OMEGA CALENDAR
Theta Tau Omega has started preparing Its student calendar for the
1980-81 school year. Information your organization would like to have
printed In the calendar, including dates, special attractions, movie
titles and d;ltes and other happenings the students would benefit from
knowing about should be turned Into the candy counter no later than
April 24, 1980. For further Information contact Joe Feldmann at 3647130 or 364-2314.
Theta Tau Is also accepting applications for their spring pledge
class beglnnlng this week. Appllcations are available at the candy
counter In the Student Union and are to be turned In at the s.m oker,
Sat., Feb. 7 at the Sigma Nu Fraternlty or to any Theta Tau member
on campus.
.
Any questions concernIng applications contact Steve Bridgman at
364-4741.

ACTIVITY ANNOUNCEMENT
Dr. Jeff Imes and Dr. Ronda Hageman will be offering a selfimprovement exercise class twice each week throughout the Spring
semester. The course will provide instruction and participation In the
postures and brea thing exercises of yoga as an aid to weight control,
tension release and relaxation and general health m aintenance. The
course is free of charge a nd open to the Rolla community, university
staff and spouses, and students.
Dr. Imes will be teaching each Monday from 6:30 to 8:00 p.m. in the
Missouri Room (upslairs in University Cen ter-East).
Dr. Hageman will be tear.hing each Wednesday from 4:00 to 5:30
p.m. In the Mark Twain Room (upstairs In University Center-East>.
The general public is invited to attend one or hoth classes.

Continued on page 4
Evenings 7 & 9: 15
Sat. & Sun. Mat. 2 p.m.
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SubSCriptions are available to the general readership at a
rate of $6 per semester. Articles and photos for publication
In the Miner must be In by 9:00 p.m . on Monday before
printing on Thursday.
THE MISSOURI MINER
T-l,341-4235
University of Missouri-Rolla
Rolla, MO 65401

A'lTENTION:
ALL STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS ON CAMPUS
The Student Union Board is willing to consider the work space .n eeds
of any student organization. 'lbe location of this space Is In the Student
Union Board Office In the Breezeway. There are several desks, a
large table area, and considerable floor space available. Storage
space may also be available depending upon the Board's own needs.
Any student organization wishing to utilize this work space should
.submJt a description of Its needs including dates and the amount 01
time needed. The Student Union Board will try to accommodate all
requests that do not conflict with the Board's own needs. Please
submJt your description to Bema Harvey, 204B Rolla Bldg. during
University working hours. For further information please call Berna
Harvey at 341-4220 of Yoent Shapiro at 364-4788.

J~Spear.
STARRING

CANDIDA
ROYALLE

Roll a, Mo .

1328 Forum Dr.
364-5432

as Lolita
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Red Cross

Ufesaving courses oHered
SOURCE:OPI
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Three buildings proposed
for UMR campus
By JOHN JOHNSON
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The need to replace the old
to make way for the new is a
sight we constantly see, and
here at UMR is no exception.
There are presently plans
which will bring to UMR in
the near future,
new
buildings and additions that
will improve or replace
inadequate and temporary
buildings now located on
campus.
'The biggest scheduled
project, a $15 million, fourstory structure designed by
Black and Veach, is the
Minerals
Engineering
Building to be located near
the Mathematics-Computer
Science Building. Because
the building will be an earthsheltered design, it may look
a little strange, but such a
design has major advantages,
especially
in
energy efficiency. Within its
walls will be housed all of the
academic departments on
campus, and it will be the
official entrance to the
university.
Another project, a $2.9
million
Engineering
Management Building, is a
two-story structure which .
will be built near the
Humanities-Social Science
Building, It will house the
Center
for
Applied
Engineering Management
and
Engineering
Management along with

conference rooms, offices,
an instructional module, and
a research production lab,
Its designers were Hastings
and Chivetta.
The last of the proposed
structures, an auditorium,
music, and alumni relations
building designed by Mantel
and Teter costing an
estimated $5.6 million and
containing 43,000 square feet
will be located on the corner
of lOth and State Streets.
Two of the buildings, the
Mineral
Engineering
Building
and
the
Engineering Management
Building, will be 80 percent
funded by the State of
Missouri and the remaining
20 percent from donations
and
revenue
raising
projects, The other building
will be 60 percent statefunded and the remaining 40
percent
from
similar
projects,
The
dollar
estimates are 1980 estimates
and are expected to increase
aS 'inflation takes effect.
These structures are part
of a larger five year
renovation
and
rehabilitation plan for the
UMR campus which will
include
increased
accessability for the handicapped, improved energy
efficiency
for
existing
stl)lctures, and expanded
landscaping.

U~oir plans
SOURCE:OPI
The 8.'f-member University
Band will present its first
concert of ' the spring
semester
on
Tuesday,
February 10, 8 p.m., in
Centennial Hall at the
University of Missouri-Rolla
University Center-East.
Conducted by Tom Ruess,
UMR band director and
lecturer in music, the
program will open with
"Wilderness Overture" by
Jared Spears. "Introduction
Contact lens Wearers
Save money on your brand
name hard and soft lens supplies . Send for free il ·
lustroted cotol09 ' CONTACT

concet1

to Act III of Lohengrin" by
Richard
Wagner,
and
"Meditation and Festiva" by
Jared Spears will follow.
-After an intermission, the
band will perform "Theme
From Lawrence of Arabia"
by Maurice Jarre (arranged
for band by Alfred Reed)

and "Victory at Sea" by
Richard Rogers (arranged
for band by Robert Russell
Bennett) . The concert finale
Is a satire of " Symphony in C
Minor" by Beethoven.
The concert is open to the
public and there is no admission charge.

International
Tours of Rolla
Offering
Complete travel services, Domestic & International
Tickets/Cruises/Tours/Car
Ai rli n'e
Rental/Hotel Reservations. There's no charge for
our services.
1023 Kingshighway
341 ·3300
Se habla espano!!

Phoenix , Arizona 85011

7453 ,

A water safety instructor
course, which prepares
individuals to teach any of
the Red Cross courses in
swimming and lifesaving,
will be offered beginning
March 20.
Participants in this course
will meet for the first of five
sessions at 7 p.m. in Room G26 of the Gale Bullman MultiPurpose Building. Further
sessions are scheduled from
8 a.m. to noon and 1 to 5 p.m.
at the same place on
Saturdays and Sundays,
March 21, 22, 28 and 29.

Eligibility requIrements
for this course are: age 17 or
older and holding a current
Red
Cross
Advanced
Lifesaving certificate. This
certificate can be obtained
by completing the advanced
lifesaving
course
In
February. The only cost Is $3
for the textbook.
For further information or
to register for any of the
courses contact the Phelps
County Red Cross in , the
basement of the Rolla Police
Department
Building,
phone : 364-3947, or UMR
Continuing Education, 302
Straumanis Hall, phone: 3414204.

Summer schedules set
SOURCE:OPI
In addition to increased
course offering, the 1981
summer session at the
University of-Missouri-Rolla
will offer students several
options in terms of course
length and scheduling.

Courses , which will be
offered on a six-week basis
are :
Economics ' 215,
Quantitative
Economic
210,
Analysis;
English
Seminar; HiStory 307, The
Making of Modern Russia,
and Speech and Media
Studies 101, Mass Media and
Society. '

For the first time, UMR
UMR's summer session
will offer several six-week
summer courses, as well as will begin with the six week
on
May
18.
eight- and four-week cour- , sessions
the
ses. The four-week courses Preregistration for
were introduced last sum- summer session will be from
April 27 to May 1 and regular
mer.
registration will take place
"The six-week courses are , on June 1. The two four-week
an experiment," said Dr. summer sessions will run
Tomlinson Fort Jr., UMR from June 2 to June 26 and
provost. "We designed the June 29 to July 25 and the
summer program in a way eight week session from
that we thought would best June 2 to July 25.
meet students' needs and
" The' four-week sessions,
make the most efficient use
of University facilities and which we began last year,
offer students and faculty
resources.
flexibility and increased
"We also felt that some opportunity," said · Paul
topics were best suited for Ponder, UMR registrar. "An
the six-week format, rather incoming freshman who
an
orientation
than the eight or four," he attends
added. "The six weeks also session in June may find,
cut the summer neatly in through testing conducted at
half, making it possible for a that time, that he or she
student to both attend school _ could use some extra math.
and work during the sum- This student then could
enroll in a math course ofmer."

Y~r
year,

semester

after semester,

the coI~ plan from
Fidelity Union Life
is the most accepted,
mQst popular
life in sura nce program
on campuses all over
America.
,~
F ind out

Wh/~
FideliJY.
Uniontife

....------------------------------LENS SUPPLIES , Box

~

Along with the new
buildings, will be totally
state-funded additions to
several buildings already ,on
campus. A new addition Is
scheduled
for
the
Mathematics-Computer
Science Building, The GaleBullman
Multi-Purpose
Building will be expanded
west toward the parking lot
to incorporate a $2.3 million
two-story addition conSisting
of a practice floor on the top
story and a combination of
, offices and locker rooms on
the
lower
level.
The
Mechanical
Engineering
, Building is to receive a
third floor while the Physics
Building is to receive a new
$3 million wing. All of the
additions were part of the
original plans when the
buildings were constructed
but due to a shortage of
state funds were put off until
a later date.
This proposed plan does
not mean, however, that it
will become a reality in the
next
five years,
The
availability of funds will
play the biggest role in
deciding
their
fate.
However,
said
Joseph
Wollard, Executive Director
of Administrative Planning,
"the availability of funds
should never govern the
identifying of 'your needs. "
The 1980 dollar estimate for
the total proposed plan is
36.6 million.

Red Cross courses in
lifesaving and water safety
instruction will be offered In
February and March at the
University of MissouriRolla:
Three Iifesaying courses
leading to certification at
various skill levels will start
with swimming quallfying
tests at 7 p.m., Feb. 13 in
Room G-26 of the Gale
Bullman
Multi-Purpose
Building on campus. Further
sessions are scheduled from
8 a.m. to noon and 1 to 4 p.m.
on Saturdays and Sundays,
Feb. 14, 15, 21 and 22.
Eligibility
requIrements

vary with the course. The
only cost is $2.25 for the
textbook.

364-5268

fered during the second fourweek session and get his or
her college'career off on the
right foot.
"And
because
our
curriculum contains many
courses
that
are
prerequisites for advanced
work,"
he
continued,
"students can take the
prerequisite course in the
first four-week session and
the advanced course during
the second four weeks. This
could save some students an
entire semester in their
scheduling. "

•

f!
•

Students enrolled in fourweek sessions are limited to
three credit hours per
session and those enrolled in
the eight-week session are
limited to a total of eight or
nine credit hours, depending
on the courses · taken.
Students may take eight-,
six- and four-week courses 'I n
combination but are limited
to ten credit hours total for
the summer.
For further information,
please write or call: Admissions Office, 102 Parker
Hall, UMR, Rolla, Mo. 65401,
phone: 314-341-4164.

FINAL CLEARANCE

1/2

PRICE
SHOE
SALE

SALE STARTS WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY

.,h

. INCLUDES EVERY PAIR OF CLEARANCE SALE SHOES
Buy Now a' Half Off Regulor Price

:- tweedies
907 Pine

Rolla

341·3333

-
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Phi Eta Sigma oNers
grad scholarships

Calendar
continued

studying for their Ph.D. in
Physics. UMR students have
SUMMER FINANCIAL AID
garnered several of these
To be eligible for summer financial aid you must complete a UMR
When considering an scholarships in recent years.
Summer Financial Aid Application and a 1981-82 ACT Family
advanced degree over a top- The application deadline for
Financial Statement. Both of these forms may be ' received at the
paying job offer, finances these scholarships Is March
Student Financial Aid Office, 106 Parker Hail.
become a major factor in 15. Any former PHI ETA
your decision. Many sources SIGMA member interested
. ENGINEERING IN TRAINING EXAMINATION (EIT)
a
Founders
Fund
of graduate assistance are in
If you are a student graduating from an accredited engineering
curriculum In May, June or December, 1981, you are eligible to take available, and for past Scholarship should contact
the Engineering in Training ExamJnation on Saturday, April 11, 1981,
members of PHI ETA Dr. Nancy Marlin, UMR PHI
from 8:00 a.m. to5 :00p.m. at the University of Missourl-Roila.
SIGMA, the National Fresh- ETA SIGMA Faculty AdApplication forms for the EIT are available In the Civil Engineering
112,
in
Room
man Honor Society, a viser,
Office, Room III of the Butier-Carlton Civil Engineering Hail. The
number
of
special Humanities-Social Sciences
application must be completed, and along with a check for $10.00.
Building for additional inscholarships are offered.
mailed directly to :
formation and the simple
Missouri Board of ArchItects
Twenty-eight
Founders - application form. Why not
Professional Engineers and Land Surveyors
Fund Scholarships of $500 consider this possibility for
P .O. Box 184
are awarded by the National additional support toward
Jefferson City, Mo 65102
SIGMA your
PHI
ETA
The deadline' for applications is February 26, 1981.
higher
degree.
Transcripts of grades need not be sent until after you graduate.
organization each year to Remember to see Dr. Marlin
Several days before the exam date a list will be posted in the Civil
outstanding students en- before March 15 to apply for
Engineering BulIding showing your room assignment.
tering their first year of the PHI ETA SIGMA
EIT review sessions will be held on the following dates: March 17,
graduate work. Recipients of Founders Fund Scholarship.
19, 24, 26, 31 apd April 1, 2.
these
scholarships
are
Topics and rooms will be announced later. Applicants are welcome
selected on the basis of 1)
to attend.
High Scholastic Record, 2)
~vidence
of
Creative
APPLICANTS SOUGHT FOR EDUCATIONAL AWARDS
The Rolla Rotary Club Is seeking qualified applicants for five Ability, 3) Evidence of
scholarships Which provide funds for study in other countries during Financial Need, 4) Promise
the 1982-83 academic year. The deadline for applications is March I, of Success in Chosen Field,
1981.
5) Pe~nality . The oniy
Recipients of scholarships, awarded by the Rotary Foundation of requirement for application
Rotary International, spend a year studying in a country other than
is the intent to enter a
his or her own. During that time, the scholar is expected to be an
graduate or professional
outstanding student and an ambassador of good will, both through
degree program within the
informal contacts and through appearances ' before Rotary clubs.
upcoming year.
After the recipient returns to this country, he Is expected to discuss
his experiences abroad and share the understanding acquired' of
Past winners range from
another culture with those who sponsored him for the award.
aspiring lawyers to students
The awards, avallable to both men and women, are:

II'

Submitted by UMR
Phi Eta Sigma Chapter

.. Graduate Scholarships, for those who will have received a
bachelor's degree;
.. Undergraduate Scholarships, for those who are studying at the
university level, but will not have completed a bachelor's degree ;
.. Vocational Scholarships, for secondary school graduates who have
been employed or engaged in a technical or vocational field for at
least two years;
.. Teachers of the Handicapped Scholarships, for those who have
been employed or engaged as full-time teachers of the physically,
mentally, or educationally handicapped for at least two years;
.. Journalism Scholarships, for those who have been employed in a
full-time poSition as a journalist or have been actively pursuing full·
time post secondary studies in print or broadcast journalism for two
years.
Anyone interested in applying for one of these awards should contact a member of the RoUa Rotary Club or cail J. Kent Roberts,(3643859,341-4450) or James W. Jensen ( 364-4926) as soon as possible.
MISSOURI GUARANTEED STUDENT LOAN
The Missouri Guaranteed Student Loan Program (MGSLP) makes
low Interest loans available to students through over 500 local commerciallenders. These lenders have made available over $56 mUllon
to 26,000 Missouri students. The annual volume Is nearly double that
which was available under the fonner federal loan program.
Students who need a loan should contact their campus ilnancial aid
office and the lender with which they or their family deal. The
financial aid office can assist a student whose lender does not partiCipate.
The demand for loans is much greater than expected both in
Missouri and nationally. Delays have been experienced due to the
time required to process the high volume of loans through the school,
the lender, and the MGSLP office. Measures are being taken to reduce
the time to process a loan, but stUdents should apply at least ten weeks
before they need the loan funds.
Students who still need to apply for loan funds for the 1980-81
academic year should act quickly. The completed loan application
must be in the MGSLP office by April 15, 1981 to ensure receipt of the
funds before the end of the second semester. No applications for a loan
for the 198(}'81 academic year wUl be processed after May I, 1981.

Gold

Silver
It Pays To Sell

To

Ozark Silver
Exchange
1019 Kin8Sl1i,hway.
Rolla 341 ·3622
Open 10 to 6

Delicious
MEXICAN FOOD
"MEXICO CITY STYLE"
Closed Monday

"LA POSADA"
364-1971

Dining Room
Food To Go
Highw~y 63 S.
ROllA. MO .

~ ~ SUBScripts ~ ~
. Tomorrow
night,
February 6, the Social
Committee of the Student
Union Board is presenting a
Student Talent Coffeehouse.
This Coffeehouse will be
featuring
your
fellow
classmates, so come and
listen! The Coffeehouse will
be at 8:00 p.m. in st. Pat's
Ballroom. Applications are
still available in 204B Rolla
Bldg. and will be accepted
until noon Thursday, Feb. 5.
On Sunday, February 8,

the
Indoor
Recreation
Committee will sponsor the
movie TOM HORN featuring
Steve McQueen. The movie
will be shown at 4:00 and
6:30 p.m. in Centennial Hall.
A valid UMR ID is required.
And don't forget Casino
Night February 20! More
details next week.
Student Union Board
Committee applications are
available in 204B Rolla Bldg.
Fill out one NOW for the
committee of your choice.

Only 35 days

. till St. Pat's
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Ryer slights Hispanics?
Dear Editor:
Arter our University was
scarred last October at the
Parents' Day football game
by a banner that was
displayed, I was glad to see a
letter of response sent to all
presidents and advisors of
stUdent organizations from
the dean of students, Ken
Robertson, expressing the
university's poSitions on
banners posted on campus.
"Banners with racial slurs,
obscene language and/or
obvious
sexual
double
meanings reflect badiy upon
all of us. " It is for this reason
that I was appalled by a fiver

Board

lions are

olla Bldg.

for the

Students polled
By STEVEN VORIS

Tuesday from 8:30 a.m. to
3:30 p.m. in the Student
Union or (weather permitting) at the Hockey Puck.
You CAN help make things
better, so stop by Tuesday
and put in your two cents
worth! These polls are cosponsored by the Miner and
the Baptist Student Union.

The first weekly Student
Opinion Poll was conducted
this past Tuesday, February
3, with results to be
published in the next edition
of the Miner.
In case you missed it,
these polls will be taken each
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TKE put out advertising
their Little Sister Rush.
"South of El Border Fiesta."
Are we to assume that by
simply putting an "El" in
front of an English word it
becomes Spanish? And are
we to assume all Mexicans
have six toes, go barefoot,
sleep at their fiestas, and
wear a sombrero with the
word "BULLSIDT" written
on it? This is the image
TKE's flyer projects.
This kind of ethnic humor
that has become fashionable
recently is supposed to be in'
the spirit of good-natured
fun. But many people think
jokes like this arj! not" only
insulting to Hispanics, but
also harmful. The major
reason is that the nation's
image of Hispanics is so
distorted that such "jokes"
are not seen for what they
are - exaggerations of
culture made to make people
laugh - but are taken instead as accurate observation. The Hispanic
public has been encouraged
to go along with these gags
and not take itself " too
seriously. "
It is not easy to break

By Tom Laventure

Insurance and the student - a.rlpoN?
A new aspect of the insurance rip-off has surfaced
in Rolla. More and more
orten it seems, courts are
awarding damages to accident · victims and naming
anyone
involved
as
responsible. In the case of a
campus organization, the
first people to be sighted
would be its officers.
Now, every organization
on campus tt:!at . does
anything at all has become
interested in insuring their
officers, if for no other
reason just that Ken
Robertson, Dean of students
has brought the subject into
light. In a letter from his
office,
to
student
organizations, he defined
"activities with a high risk
value" and of course included "hazing." Such activities have always caused
concern, but were never
defined
clearly.
Dean
Robertson's concern lies in
the best interest of the
students as well as the
University. The point he
makes is clear. There is no
room for negligence in any
professional organization, be
it corporate, fraternal,
social, hobby or anything
else. We as officers,
students, and future leaders
will have to, and have to
now, answer for all results of
the things we accomplish

tH~m.work.rs.
~Blg$ securing,

~~~~~

....

....

be responsible for what some
crazy does when you're not
even around. Insurance isn't
cheap, and no one likes to
buy protection. Insurance is
purchased out of fear. Fear
that you will make a
mistake, an error in
judgment, or a bad reacti!ln
in a critical moment.

t

t

~~~~~

Everyone is subject to accidents, mistakes and infractions. What viill you do?
UMR has an insurance
policy that covers many
aspects of approved stUdent
activities. This coverage
may be adequate for your
needs. If you are not sure,
check with the office of

student activities. Perhaps
your parent organization
affor<;ls you some coverage
to its officers . .
. It's a sign of our times and
this is only an aspect of our
society changing. The rules
stay the same, but the spirit
of the law changes, forcing
conformity.

r-------~--------~OUPON-----------------,

,I

'"
·0'

kC,~~0
Salad at
Regular Price and Get the Next
o~
one for
813 Pine
u,

!

1/2 Price

11

See LETTERS
On Page 9

Jock

snaps over
Valentine

gift.
Dear Ann:
Athletically I'm an AIIAmerican. Romantically
I'm a nerd. I'm in love
with a fox. But the competition is rough. What'll I
give her for Valentine's Day?
Nervously Yours,
Chicken Hunk
Dear Chicken:
Don't punt. Send her
flowers. It's probably the
best play you ever made.
And the easiest. Just go to
your nearest FTD Florist.
He has the perfect
Valentine gift. A beautiful
bouquet that comes in a
special bud vase. Even
better, you can afford it.
Remember, when in
dou bt, rely on the magic of
flo wers . It's the on ly way a
chicken can catch a fox .
Good hunting.

I•

,I

I ~'O~~4. Buy Any Sandwich or

~~~-.~~6;.m.

I

8
~0

'f,

!

l--_________________coupON----------------,

ustteUus
w at you want.

d

Your ArtCaNed representative will be on campus soon to show you the
latest in class ring designs. With dozens of styles to choose from, you'll be proud to select
your one-of-a-kind design. Just tell us what you want. And be on the
lookout for posters on campus to get you where you want.

~

Earn
stuff t Ing envelopes . Free·t
t details. Reply : Titan,t
Box 94688, . Schaumt burg. Il 60194 .
~

and promote.
Most of us have heard of
accidents involving clubs or
fraternities, and if we
weren't involved we were
pretty damn relieved.
I don't wish to sound
paranoid, and there has been
no crazy rash of claims by
mad ambulance chasing
lawyers. The point is this;
with laws being interpreted
as they are today, no telling
who will get the blame in
such a case, and aspiring
young engineering students
are just as responsible for
their actions as any P.E.
who will let an engineering
problem go into production.
Sure it's bullshit! And I
suppose we should "just
accept it" whereas we are
responsible for our decisions
but not qualified to make
them.
Protect yourself. You may

away from stereotypes. The
image of Hispanics as
portrayed in American
humor is in general a
negative one. The strides
that have been made by
Hispanics in this country are
nothing to joke about, nor
should they be compromised
for the sake of a laugh at the
expense of the Hispanic
student population. This
does not mean we have to
become somber-faced and
humorless. Genuine humor
and laughter have always

Dates: Feb. 9 , 10, 11
Location: University Center-East

Qrder now for guaranteed
graduation delivery

ARTQ1~~.

•

Helping you say it right.
The FTO Valenline Bud Vase is
usually available for less Ihan
$10.00. As an independent
businessman. each FTO FloriS!
sets his own prices. Service
charQes and delivery may be
ad:lillonal. " 1981 Florists'
iral15world Delivery.

--

Nowhere else but Rolla ·
It's going to be a busy
semester
with
many
festivities and activities that
will all add up to making this
St. Pat's Celebration your
most enjoyable ever! We'll
be doing our best to keep you
informed of weekly events
over the course of the next 5
weeks.
This week we have the
deadline for Student Knight
candidates. These have to be
delivered to Joel Mahnken
by tomorrow, Feb. 5. In
three weeks, Feb. 26, this
semester's Benefit Movie,
" W.W. and the Dixie Dance
Kings," will be featured at
the Uptown Theater at 7:45
and 9:00 p.m.
You can purchase your
tickets (along with all your
other "green" needs) from
any St. Pat's Board Jr. Rep.
or in the New Student Union
building anytime during the
day between 8:30 a.m. and
3:30p.m.

This is also the final week
for
all
interested
organizations to elect a
freshman to pull the manure
spreader carrying St. Pat
and his Court in the parade.
Names need to be turned in
by Feb. 27 to Jerry Edwards
at
AET.
Also,
any
organizations interested in
having a non-float entry in
the 73rd Annual St. Pat's
Parade need to turn in their
entries to Jerry by" again,

Feb. 27.
That's all the latest just
buy your Green and help
support YOUR Celebration,
because st. Pat's happens
nowhere else but Rolla,
Missouri. Where else could
we get such high quality
people to back the BEST
EVER (not only in the
Midwest, but the entire
nation!!! )
Did You Know:
That from 1908 until 1931

the junior class at MSM
organized the st. Pat's
Celebration? But the work
proved too much for the
juniors and needed a more
organized group. Thus, the '
ST, PAT'S BOARD was
born, which makes this
year's Junior Rep. class the
51st Anniversary Board Rep.
Class,
And So It Is!
Butl'hen ... Who Asked?

MISSOURI MINER
Thursday, February 5, 1981
'once upon a Board Rep, ... as the green goes on
.
(Photo by Cook) .
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Philharmonic rescheduled
SOURCE: OPI -

he added. "We're just glad
that everything has worked
• With the settlement of a out."
strike by the Kansas City
Season ticket holders and
Philharmonic Orchestra, the individuals who have purUniversity of Missouri-Rolla chased a ticket for this
has rescheduled·a concert by performance will be notified
the group for 8 p.m. Monday, of the change and sent a
May 4, in the Gale Bullman form with which they can
Multi-Purpose Building.
request a refund if the new
Originally scheduled for date is inconvenient. The
Nov. 6 as a part of UMR's refund requests .must be
Campus Performing Arts received by March 1.
Series, the concert was
The next perfonriance in
postponed when it seemed the UMR series will be the
the orchestra would have to Guarneri String Quartet
cancel its entire season.
with pianist Lee Luvisi on
"We're very fortuate to ·Monday, Feb. 9. Other athave gotten the date we
did," said Dr. David Oakley,
series coordinator. "In
additior:l to Rolla, the orchestra had several other
outstate performances to
By LAURA BENDER
reschedule.
One
of the most frequent
"We'd also like to thank questions
I have been asked
our season ticket holders for this semester is, "What is it
the patience they've shown," . like having your sister down .

tractions
are:
the
K al i chstein-LaredoRobinson Trio, Sunday,
March 8;
Gewandhaus
Orchestra
of
Leipzig,
Monday, March 23; and the
London Early Music Group,
Wednesday, April 22.
Tickets for individual
performances are $2.50 for
students and retirees and $5
for all others. These may be
obtained by mail from the .
UMR Music Office, or prior
to each performance at
Logos Book Store, Books 'N
Thiligs or the UMR Cashier's
Office.

Bender's best

a carpet of winter snow.
(Photo by Cook)

Lazy alcohlics need not ·apply
The UMR st. Pat's Board
needs representalives from
campus
all
the new
organizations. In order to be
a St: Pat's Board Rep, you
must have at least two years
left in school and be off
scholastic probation. Contrary . to popular myth, the
st. Pat's Board does need
representatives . who are

willing to work and not just
those who, wish to be lazy '
alcoholics! Littie did you
know, but the UMR st. Pat's
Board works year 'round at
presenting the Best Ever to
the UMR campus and the
entire Midwest.
Remember, the person
that your organization elects
must have at least a 2.2 GPA
and have at least two years

remaining to graduation.
The St. Pat's Board needs
these additional Reps to
boost the Best Ever as the
UMR campus continues to
grow. Finally, just think of
the great time you had last
year, and, remember, that
great-time can only be improved on by better St. Pat's
Board Reps! ! !

209 TAVERN
Ginny Davis, owner

209 Lab every Friday afternoon!
come in and make an "A','
Come in and bave a burger and an ice cold beer
209 W. 8th 341 -2100

here at Rolla ahead of you?"
Well, I'll tell you, it's no
picniC! For the past tweive
years at school I was always
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The truth may set you free
,By BOB KOENIG

It's not easy. You think It's
easy? Well let me tell you It's
not. A lot of people seem to
think the life of a features
writer is all bright lights,
glamor,
girls throwing
themselves at your feet, etc.
Well, it's just not that easy.
Ideas, for one thing. This
marks the fourth semester
I've been writing for this rag
and I'm starting to run out of
ridiculous professors and
administrators to spoof. I
mean, how many teachers,

etc., can one person run Into
even if he does change
majors four times? And of
course I wasn't so lucky that
all of them were half baked.
One or three of thein were
actually OK.
Another thing, when Is
Parents' Day going to get
here? , I stole (l mean
borrowed) this wonderful
idea for a couple of easy
Parents' Day articles from
this writer on the Springfield
campus paper, but no
Parents' Day. I've been
having
this
recurring

nightmare where I'm asleep
and suddenly there's this
knock on my door. I stumble
over, throw It open and find
my parents there. "What's'
going on?" I ask. "Why, son
of mine," Dad says, "It's
Parents' Day. We wanted to
surprise you. "

vent somebody, I don't care,
and drop it all by the Miner
office (soon to be high atop
the beautiful Rolla building).
Don't worry about being
truthful. In the words of one
of the great early newspaper
publishers, "Tbe truth may
set you free, but bull sells
newspapers."

So here's what you can do
to help out. Draw up a llst
describing the ... ah ...
unique personalities In your
department, dorm, pub, etc.
Include nicknames and
weird personal habits, In-

So kindly hurry up. I'm
trying to limit this appeal ta
your emotions, ask for help,
beg for mercy type business
to one or two Issues a
semester. So come on, get
with It!!

Alpha Omega players in an "Ange'l on My
Shoulder".
(Photo by Bee)

The key to campus

The beginning

One of the many services
offere~ by Blue Key is for
graduating senjors who
place theii- resume on file
with the placement office at
the beginning of the
semester.
Resumes are sorted by
major
and
date
of
graduation, then offered to
all companies who have
scheduled interview dates on
campus.
The company
chooses the curricula and
graduation dates desired,
and then Blue Key sends all
the resumes in that category
to that company.
Resumes may also be
requested by many com-

pames who do not interview
on campus, but are interested in hiring UMR
graduates. It is important
that students graduating in
both December and in May
turn their resumes in to the
Placement Office at the
beginning of the fall
semester,
since , most
companies place their orders for fall and spring
graduates' resumes during
the first month of the fall
semester. So that summer
graduates will not be excluded from this service,
their resumes are offered to
companies along with those
of the spring gradua~.

2 A&W Coney
Cheese Dogs and a
regular fry for a
$1.49'
A Steaming Hot Bun

+

All Meat Krey Weiner
A&W's

Owt

Chili Sauce

+

James D , Boyd, PHD. Engineering Supervisor

"There's an attitude of confidence here
that stimulates creative thinking:'
"At Delco Electronics you have control of
your job. We are continuously learning
from our experience in high technology programs where innovation is the norm rather
than the exception. Since we are a division
of General ·Motors, we have the resources
and the stability to make long term contributions which extend the state of the art in
integrated circuits design and manufacturing science . .
I came here because I saw the growth
potential of Automotive Electronics. With
nothing but growth ahead, we have a continuing need for creative people who can
and will assume responsibility. When you
have a lot of responsibility, you have the

ability to influence your job and grow with
it. I like it here. We have an excellent personnel review system that guarantees high
quality two-way communications to help us
succeed. Delco Electronics has a commitment to success and I'm proud to be a part
of it."

~ will

be on camPUS

next week

to meet
Electrical Engineers, Chemical
Engineers, Mechanical Engineers
and Industrial Engineers.

Delco
Electronics

Hot Melted Cheese

+

Freshly Chopped Onions

00

A Great Tasting
A& W Coney Cheese
Dog
Expires Feb, 12. 1981
1202 N, Bishop

An Equal Opportunity Employer

The future is ••. Delco Electronics
Delco Electronics· Division of General Motors ·700 E . Firmin Street
Kokomo,Indiana 46901
Engineering Opportunities are also available in our Milwaukee,
Wisconsin and Santa Barbara, California Facilities

Rolla. Mo,

-
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A long, long time ago in a land far, far away ...
GROUNDWAVES
Greetings and salutations
ladies and gentlemen. Once
again KMNR broaches the
portal of reality to confer
with the denizens of the
twilight wne. In this chapter
KMNR becomes a multimillion $ corporation which
controls the world's leaders
like marionettes on strings.
A long, long time ago In a
land far, far away ...... ....KMSM started as a small 300
watt toaster. This toaster,
however, was very ambitious and knew when he
grew up he would ' be a
microwave oven. KMSM
grew and grew. When
KMSM reached puberty
(like all good muslims) he
changed his name. The
name
he
chose
was
Kayemenare (Kay~m~n
are) but all his friends just
called him KMNR.
KMNR went through the
usual trials and tribulations
of being a teenage hood with
little or no consternation.
Soon he rid himself of

troublesome parents by
chopping them Into little
pieces and selling them as
hors d'oeuvres for the
Chancellor's parties.
Those who' saw KMNR
years ago would never
recognize
him
today.
Throughout the years he has
melded with the building
Itself drawing his power
from the university power
plant. Now he hungers for
more.
The confines of the -small
wooden structure, known as
T~,
are not enough.
Recently
the
ant-like
Inhabitants of KMNR's body
cleansed the boiler room of
debris. The boiler was neatly
separated from the building
and sealed at both ends.
KMNR progressed to the sea
- his eyes and ears piloting
a boiler submarine to
Columbia in quest of the
Sacred Cola leaves. The new
room pulsed and ebbed KMNR was not finished. He
still needed to grow and
grow and grow. In stx
months
the
mandibled
creatures had gnawed and

blasted a 10'x80'xl00' room
In the hard Missouri chert.
Now
KMNR
sleeps
smiling.
Contented, he
dreams of further conquests.
Soon more power; more
range to see all, to hear all.
Simple dreams at first of
improved antennaes, power
increases and cable networks.
Next he may
progress even further. His
dreams will entail satellites,
dish antennaes and particle
wave transmission. KMNR's
very fiber invadirig your
home and attaching to your
soul. Friendly living cells
first living off, then living
with, then living on the host
they serve.
THISWEEIC'S

PROGRAMMING
Thursday: 3:00 p.m.
The New Rack (Featuring
recent releases.)
6:30 p.m. - Off the Beaten
Track
featuring
John
Lennon.
lO:OO
p,m.
Improvisations (jazz).
Sunday: 8:00 p.m. - Blues
for Rolla features Sun
House's "The Real Delta

Where giving is a way of life .

'T heta Tau Omega
Thanks to the efforts of Theta Tau Omega put on the struction. Proceeds from the.
their "Ugly Men'" the Homecoming
Hoedown, past Casino Night were used
members of Theta Tau Pizza Night, parents' Day to furnish a semi-private
Omega have decided to give and Homecoming Mums, the room in Phelps County
$1,000 to Boys' Town of Calendar, Freshman of the Hospital. The members of
Missouri. $500 of their Year, and its next event Theta Tau Omega would like
donation will be used for a - Casino Night which will ~ to thank everyone for their
new scoreboard with the Wednesday,' March 11 contributions. Anyone with
remaining $500 being used during St. Pat's. $1,500 ha~ ideas for other worthwhile
for school supplies. With been pledged to the Rolla causes needing donations
another year of partying Juvenile Detention Center to can contact any Theta Tau
moving right along, Theta aid in completing its con- Omega member.
Tau Omega's "Ugly Man"
parties have obviously done
well. Although the reason for
choosing the name "Ugly
LTD: .
Man" remains unknown, it
has proven successful. The
STUDENT
purpose
of '
any
organization's "Ugly Man"
DISCOUNTS
is to plan and carry out any
Our expert team offers advanced technique in the
event from which money can
latest of individual styling.
be donated. At the end of the
year totals are compiled and
Call Us!
the top three organizations
Mon ..Sat.
364-7 130
donating the most money
601 Kingshighway
Rolla, Mo
receive a trophy,

?

Gfla1·C

Each

Blues".
Monday: 4:00 p.m. - Jazz
for Monday features Count
Basie, Eddie "Cleanhead"
Vinson and Joe Turner's
"KCShout."
6:30 p.m. - The Minds
Eye presents "The Hobbit".
12:00 a.m. - The RollIng
Bow Revue features Yes'
"Close to the Edge".
Tuesday: 8:00 a.m. Bitches Brew features Ellen

~

" iDtr'O

little

tired

12:00 a.m. - :scott Lammers features Supertramp's
"Even in the Quletest
Moments."
KMNR is doing it's best to
vary progr:imming for your
listening pleasure. Give the
Minds Eye a chance if you're
into Fantasy at all. Thanx
for tuning in KMNR and '
tuning out reality.
With all due insincerity,
Dave Strahorn.

Shipley's "Breaking Thru
the Ice Age".
1:00 p.m. - The Tom
Dooling show features The
Bugles, "Age of Plastic".
7:00 p.m. - The Artist
Feature · & Tom Dooling
present, "Matt the Hoople".
Wednesday: 3:00 p.m. The Bluegrass Variety
Show.
6:30 p.m. - The Minds
Eye presents "The Hobbit".

FIELD SERVICE ENGINEERS
Explore the earth in the crucial search for oil and gas reserves as a
manager of a field service laboratory. Apply your degree to the fullest and
learn more than you ever imagined you could. Earn an outstanding salary
and drive your personal company car.
Birdwell is expanding. And we need field service engineers who want
more from a job than sitting 8 to 5 behind a desk. Position features
excellent advancement opportunities. Requirements are a degree in the
physical sciences - E.E., M.E., E.E.T, engineering science, physics,
geophysical engineering - and an indomitable spirit that welcomes
challenge .
Birdwell, a division of Seismograph Service Corporation, is an
international geophysical exploration company involved in wireline
services for oil and gas wells and the collection and formulation of raw
seismic data,
Talk with
Or write: Personnel Director,
Box 1590, Tulsa, Oklahoma 74102.
.
Phone: 918-627-3330.

BlRDWELL

u;.

rhu

r@:l .A DIVISION OF SEISMOGRAPH SERV ICE CORPORATI ON
A SUBSIDIARY OF RAYTHEON CO MPA NY

THE BIRDWELL
EXECUTIVE.
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Bender's bouncing baby

rity,

introduced as "Ann Bender's
little sister." I really got
tired of hearing what a
wonderful person she was.
So, while she was up_ in
St. Louis CO-OPing last
semester, I decided to set a
few precedents. First, there
was absolutely no way I was
going to live in either Manor
Inn or TJ Hall. I wanted to be
far from where she planned
on living this spring
semester, so I'm staying in
the quadrangle. Wonderful.
Second, I decided to
disown her.
Finally,
joined the
Missouri Miner staff. Instead of trying to hide when I
am introduced as Ann's 'little'
sis, now I can stick my head
in
the
ground
when
somebody says, "I read your
article in the Miner. For
your sister's sake, if I were
you I'd use a pen name."
But having an older sister
in the same college does
have its advantages - I
know (second hand2 of
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course) about the evils of
heavy drinking, and I've
been warned about these
wild Rolla parties and St.
Pat's Board members. I've
been told about the dangers
of waiting until the night
before an exam to study nothing like the voice of

Letters
been staples of Hispanic
heritage. But the kind of
denigrating humor that Is
inherent in ethnic jokes
serves only to perpetuate
dissatisfaction and racism.
The most disheartening
thing was the fact the words
"APPROVED
Student
Activities Office" were
boldly stamped on the flyer.
I am left with the impression
that the letter Dean
Robertson - sent out was
merely a token gesture. I
hope my assumption is
wrong. After all, taking
ourselves too seriously and

from pg. 6

experience.
Still, this semester I feel as
though I have to be careful of
everything I do, people I
meet, and guys I pick up, for
fear one of my sister's spies
is lurking around the corner,
waiting for me to hang
myself.

Now, before anybody
rushes off to my sister to
say, "You will never believe
what your sister wrote," let
me say - Ann and I get
along very well. (At least
before I wrote this article).
It was strictly by chance
that I'm living in the quad, I
did
not
disown
my
sister... but I still get embarrassed when people say,
from page 5
"I remember your first
wanting to · be taken Miner . article. I hope that
seriously are not the same you are not homesick
thing.
anymore." As for the rest of
Russell G. EspinOsa, the article - only the
Acting President shadow knows.
The Society of Hispanic
Professional Engineers

An Oriental Art Show.
( Photo by

Bee)

IMAGINE the potential of a career with a company
that makes 90,000 products for 300 different industries

IT'S A REALITY AT PARKER!
We're Parker Hannifin, a rapidly growing FORTUNE 500 company with 100 manufacturing plants around the world.
Wherever people are gathering, processing, manufacturing, transporting, recycling
or maintaining the materials and machines that shape their world, we're involved . ..
providing fluid power systems components and other products for aviation, space,
automotive, marine and virtually every industrial application you can think of.
For talented graduates, Parker offers the flexibility and challenge that permits you to
achieve your full potential. Careers can begin in many areas - Sales Engineering or
Finance, for example.
r,
Find out more about the opportunities to share our stake in the future.

CAN YOU SURVIVE?

Parker Hannifin will
be holding campus
interviews here on
Thursday, F=ebruary 19.
Visit 'your placement
office for details

,

B816EOIS 6 BU60IS'
AT

'Rdta {3ut't-~J4
en[5·

At Parker,
manufacturing and
industrial engineers
develop practical
solutions to design
and production
problems. Starting
at the drafting
table, this industrial
engineer helps
deci!le cost effec·
tive production
machinery and
more economical
methods of produc·
tion flow and
materials handling.

II unable to schedule an
interview then , we invite
Graduates may get
involved in the
development of
highly sophisti·
cated equipment,
like this high·speed
spray analyzer
which tests aircraft
fuel nozzle
efficiency. Parker
engineers invented,
designed and .
developed this
machine.

Finance and
Accounting is not a
traditional book·
keeping function at
Parker. Financial
studies and recom·
mendations are an
integral part of the
decision·making
process at all levels
of the Company.

youtosendyour~sume

to: Mr. Russ Lancaster,
Parker Hannilin Corpora·
t ion , 17325 Euclid Avenue ,
Cleveland, Ohio 44112

Parkar
An Equal Opportunity
Employer, mit

1009 A PINE STREET

ROLLA. MISSOURI
13141364-5581

615401

-

..............--------------------------~--~~-
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Frankly speaking: you can't blame Farley
By LEAH GARCHIK
"I was just reading
something about how people
react when they meet
someone who's crazy," says
Phil Frank, the creator of
"Travels with Farley."
"You're never supposed to
judge how they look ... but
imagine what they've seen."
He looks up for a moment
from the drawing he's
penciling.
"I show people what
Farley sees." Farley - the
name was derived from
Steinbeck's "Travels with
Charlie" - appears six days
a week in The Chronicle and
20 others papers. He Is also
the hero of a new book,
"Travels with Farley"
(Troubador Press; $6.95) ,
which reprints some of the
best cartoons and tells how
Frank came to create them.
Farley is a traveler, an
observer, " what I would like
to be. He has the ability to be
free. " Frank looks a bit like
his character, youngish,
vigorous, with curly black
hair and crisply outlined
features, but he's less
exaggerated, more handsome. 'In appearance as well
as temperament, he's more

conventional.
"I didn't see my character
as a crusader or protestor
... " writes Frank In the
preface to hls book, but "as a
traveler IIften bewildered by
what was going on, around
him."
Returning to the drawing
in front of him, "I like him to
be able to move around," he
says. Without hesitation his
hands get down to business
again. He barely lifts the
pencil from the paper between strokes.
"He's always finding out
more about himself." A few
months ago, Frank recalls,
there was a lot of work
pressure on him. "I felt like
what I wanted was to go
away to nowhere. So I
created the town of Cutting
Corners. I did a bunch of
quiet, subtle cartoons. Doing
the cartoons was a kind of
mental transport."
He reaches for the small
wooden box that contains his
tools. Frank does need
Farley to help him relax. In
additfon to the strip, he does
commercial
cartooning,
audio-Visual slide shows,
magazine illustrations. a
daily cartoon strip for
college
newspapers, . a

political strip for the
Sausalito
newspaper,
Marinscope,
has
just
completed illustrating two
books for McGraw Hill, is
writing magazine articles
about
the history of
houseboats, and did a
children's book last year.
"I'm pretty disciplined. I
make my deadlines. But
when I have time, I find that
the quality of the art Is much
better, that the visual image
is more creative." Frank,
who "came upon cartooning
after life drawing and oil
painting," majored in art at
Michigan State, and minored
in journalism.
Constructing the cartoon is
like telling a joke, he says.
"When someone'!; telling a
joke, half of it is In the pause.
I often use the last panel as a
reaction to what's happened
before. Sometimes I just use
the panels for timing."
Placing each joke into the
comic strip format requires
both linguistic and artistic
gymnastics. "Some cartoons
need four panels, with three
people in each. The simpler
ones are usually the most fun
to draw. "
His drawing style is
always the same, he says, as
he begins inking over the
pencil sketch he's made. He
uses a Schaeffer cartridge
fountain pen, from which he
has discarded the cartridge.
The barrel is filled with
India ink; he replaces the
pens every month or·so when
they get clogged with the
thlckink.
Farley's adventuresleeter
on the borderline. between
reality and fantasy; it is
particularly that uncertainty

which Frank enjoys creating
and believes interests his
followers.
"Farley is a character
who wants to be in another
place. Part of it is to have
fun with what you're doing,
to explore where does the
humor end and where' does
the reality begin?" In the
Dull Men's Club, one of the
places Farley visited several
months ago, .,I'Everything
was real," he says, "the
mayor of the town, the
museum ... There really was
a Darwin Bunger ... I talked
with him on the phone."
On the table in front of
Frank are frayed scraps of
paper, on which he scribbled
notes of real things that
amuse him, news stories,
names or ideas. "Here's a
name ... Wexelblatt. I just
thought that was a good
name," he says, perhaps
tomorrow's Darwin Bunger.
"The reader never knows
whether it is real or not real,
whether it is a drawn bit of
humor or reality."
"If something is really
funny, it can cross all kinds
of boundaries ... I question
myself as to what is really
funny. " Farley's jokes,
which are carefully planned
to come one-a-day within the
rough two-week 12-strlp
frame,
are
sometimes
topical, sometimes "off-thewall"
absurdities
and
sometimes word-based. And
when Frank gets an idea that
is too fanciful for even
Farley awake, he can
always put him to sleep, and
use it in a dream sequence.
"That's ideal for really bad
puns," he says. "Then you
can't blame m.e and you

can't blame Farley."
"I like to surprise people,"
says Frank. He takes out a
bottle. of typist's whlte
correction fluid, and brushes
it over the nose of the dog In
his drawing. "I like to make
them work a bit ... Now I just
want to clean this up a little." He walts a moment for
the paint to dry, then redraws the dog's nose with a

few simple lines.
Phil Frank tears the page
off his pad. In less than an
hour, he's drawn an almost
infinite regression: Bob, the
dog, Is looking at himself in
the book Farley's holding,
which is the book Frank's
drawn, which has a picture
of himself on the back cover.
And on this page is the
picture that Phil drew.

FRANKLY SPEAKING .. ..by phil frank
/T~
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Tell her yo u care with Jewelmont's 14K gold
" Sweetheart " Charm . Give a gift . this
Valentines Day. that's as elegant and
charming as she is. De"~~'~ly designed by
Jewelmont.
DESIGN BY JEWELMONH "

Dames & Moore
An Equal Opportunity/Affirmative
Action Employer M/F/H
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ENGINEERING CAREER
OPPORTUNITY

J. Robert Lawson
445 So. Figueroa, Suite 3500
Los Angeles, CA 90071
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Engineering

Since our beginning in 1936, Dames & Moore
has become one of the largest and most diversified consulting engineering partnerships in
the world. We are multi-disciplined specializing in the environmental and applied earth
sciences by providing technical expertise to
designers, builders, owners, and governmental agencies. We have openings in over 25 U.S.
offices.
If you possess an appropriate master's with
emphasiS in geotechnical studies, ground
water hydrology, engineering geology, mining
studies, or meteorology, then JOIN US ON
CAMPUS FEBRUARY 10, 1981 , at your Placement Center.
OR WRITE:
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Jane Seymour is East of Eden
Jane
Seymour,
the
breathtaking young actress
who suddenly seems to be
everywhere
(including
"Amadeus,"
Broadway's
biggest dramatic hit) will
dominate the home screen in
what
is
probably
the
greatest television tour-deforce ever written for an
actress when she stars in the
ABC Television Network's
"ABC Novel for Television"
"John
presentation
of
Steinbeck's East of Eden,"
the eight-hour film version of
Steinbeck's
American
classic whicl) airs Sunday,
Feb. 8 (7:00-10:00 p.m.,
CST), Monday, Feb. 9 (8:0010:00 p.m., CST)
and
Wednesday, Feb. 11 (7:0010:00 p.m., CST).

The actress Is starred as
Cathy, Steinbeck's creation
of a totally soulless woman
whose angelic beauty entraps everyone who comes
near her. In the "ABC Novel
for Television" production
(which presents the entire
novel on screen for the first
time), Cathy is first seen as
a child, coming away clean
' after tempting two young
boys into serious trouble.
Jane Seymour takes over
when Cathy reaches · her
teens destroying lives with a
look of innocence and finding
her escape in the magical
world of "Alice's Adventures
in Wonderland".
Soon, at aD age when most
young girls are dreaming of
marriage
and
home,
children,
Cathy
Is
a

prostitute, helping herself to
money she doesn't need,
stealing Simply for the joy of
stealing.
Cathy's life changes when
she is taken in by a romantic
and good-hearted young
farmer after she has been
beaten and left for dead by a
vengeful lover. Timothy
Bottoms is Adam Trask,
loving Cathy hopelessly,
never suspecting her past or
her real nature, marrying
her in a loveless marriage
that will produce two
children - children fathered
by his brother.
Revolted by motherhood
and disgusted with her
"family life" on a California
farm, Cathy shoots and
wounds
her
husband.

deserting

the

babies

to

disappear into the sordid
back streets of Salinas,
where she reappears as
" Kate, " the leading attraction in a bawdy house
run by Anne Baxter.
But even the soulless
suffer. Kate, wealthy and
powerful in the shadow
world of nlght-dwellers,
grows old, tortured by the
arthritis that has twisted her
once-beautiful
hands,
isolated from all but thieves
and customers, seeking,
once again, the escape of
fantasy in ' Alice's adventures, longing, perhaps,
for the final pill that can
make one so small that
everything disappears.

Jane Seymour in "East of Eden."

Missourian as a second language
By JACQUELINE GRIGGS

sburghers (no relation to
cheeseburgers! ) all know
When I first came to UMR, and love.
Red up (no, this is not the
I realized that there would
be big changes in my life: newest slang for speed), is in
new friends, new classes, fact the EngJish tr~lation
new activities, and even new of clean up.
Gumband, is a common
sports loyalties, 'but I never
expected that I would have everyday word which many
to learn a new language. I . of you have probably never
grew up in Pennsylvania and heard of. A gumband, is this
always
assumed
that area, is known as a rubeveryone in the U.S. spoke berband.
my language - English. But
A bag need not only be
not so. People from tthe Mid- made of paper, such as the
West speak a distinctly brown bags YOll get at the
different language than grocery store. Remember
people from the East do. these are bags not sacks.
Here are a few of the better
A barracuda (not the fish
examples that we Pitt- or the song by Heart) is a

light-weight jacket or winobreaker.
Jumbo is a common lunch
meat that you people like to
Call DOlOgna.

A cupboard, is a place not
only for storing dishes, but
also clothes. Mid-Westerners
seem to feel that dishes go in
a cupboard, and that clothes
go in some strange thing
called a closet. We know
better than that.
Another misconception I
have found here is that of the
definitions of pop and soda.
Pop
is
a
carbonated
beverage such as cola or root
beer. Soda is pop with ice
cream.

Last but not least, we have
a nifty little word which you
Mid-Westerners have 'no
translation for. This word is
padiddle. A padiddle is a car
with one or both headlights
either off or broken when
they should be on. By now, if
you are still reading this, you
are . probably . saying to
yourself, "Self, why do we
even need this bizarre little
word? " Well, I'll tell you.
There is an ancient Pittsburghian custom which
requires anyone spotting one
of these night travelers to
kiss the nearest person of the

See LANGUAGE
Page 12

EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATION
HAS ALWAYS BEEN IMPORTANT.
Man learned at a very early age that good ideas have to be
heard to be effective . So he devised his own method.of
getting those ideas across. Today, on the job . .. or in
school , communication remains a vital part of our world .
Which is exactly what we'll be talking about in the upcoming issue of "Insider " - the free supplement to your college newspaper from Ford .
We'll tell you how to improve your commupication skills

A BACK TO SCHOOL
SPECIAL FOR HP·41C
PtJRCHASES
A $30 VALlJE FREE!

. . . from writing term papers and doing oral presentations,
to communicating with friends, parents and persons of
authority. And whether you 're looking for an internship or
a full-time job , we 've got loads of info to help you get there .
With tips on how to write a persuasive resume , handle an
interview gracefully, use the telephone effectively, and
much more.
Check out the next issue'of "Insider," and while you 're looking , be sure to check out Ford 's great new lineup for 1981.
Including Escort , the new world car that's built in America
to take on the world .

FORD
FORD DIVISION

Buy an HP-41C
between now
and Feb. 2B ,
1981, and get a
free memory
bank.

Campus Book Store

364-3710

Look for "Insider" - Ford's
continuing series of college
..3_-_;:;;;;t~,.,....- newspaper supplem~nts.
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Muffy grows Up
ByALOAKES
right, Mom, gotcha,
'11 watch out for her and
nake sure she's getting
1I0ng all right, if she gets
Jehind or someone gets her
Jehind I'll let you know,"
;aid Joe to his mom.
Joe's kid sister was now a
:reshman at UMR. Muffy
\1iner is a pledge at the
r.1. T. House and majoring in
:::omputer Science. Muffy
Nas already making a splash
it the Multi-Useless Bldg.
'or her frantics on the swim
:eam and was known
:hroughout the St. Louis area
ior-her muff dives.
But anyway Joe was
mpposed to be watching
)ver her so he let her come
liong with him to a party at
:he Tappa Kega Beer House.
<\t the house Joe naturally
Nent straight to his E.A.T.
)rothers and left Muffy on
lerown'
Later on Joe was looking
ior a girl who said she would
)e there. Joe had known this
girl for quite some time and
-vent out with her a few
:imes but they never
reached an understanding.
But there she was and to
Joe's surprise she asked him
to the Tau Iota Tau -formal.
Joe thought this was great,
maybe he would finally have
a date for a party Weekend.
Meanwhile, Muffy had
found a new sport; swimming on beer drenched,
gatQring, Board Reps. This
was fun, especially for the
Board Reps. Joe yanked her

out and leaned her up
against the nearest wall and
told her not to go within ten
•
feet of that spot.
Then Joe saw a familiar
face; he hadn't seen Anita
Tikerelli for a long time and
since L.n . was nowhere to be
seen why not go and try to
bum a beer ticket? Not a
chance, Anita had used up
her five dollars worth of
tickets and was lOOking for
some herself.
"Hey Miner! Where you
been hiding? I ain't seen you
since last semester," said a
voice in the crowd. Joe
recognized him, It was
Frank Landthere. "Frank, I
just got asked to the T.I.T.
formal, what should I do!"
asked Joe. "Well there's
three things I usually do
when I get a date, Joe. First,
I drink heavily. Then before
I pick her up I get a six pack
for me and a dozen
doughnuts for her. Since this
is formal, though, the girls
will probably have their own
doughnuts," said Frank.
Joe took this advice and
was lOOking for the girl that
asked him to the formal to
see if she was ready to leave.
She was, so they left.
On the way home the girl
decided that she didn't want
to go with Joe. Joe was stili
pretty drunk at this time and
really didn't understand, he
just wanted-to get to bed.
Heading for the E.A.T.
house Joe remembered
Muffy. Where the hell was
she?

rQiJiLITY' CLEANERS
EXPERT CLEANING REASONABLY PRICED

108 W. 7th Street

Rolla, Mo. 65401
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Language

)Pposite gender. Padiddle
lunting can be an exciting
Nay to spend Friday or
,aturday night (or any night
-o r that matter) .
So, next time you hear

someone ask for a gumband,
brown bag, or pound of
jumbo, please don't think
they are odd, it's just that
they are from Pittsburgh_

and ;
UDan!

SPOrt!
Presi

Announcing a new generation
of technical sophistication

Bra

com~

screer

comm

the M
JeagtIE

The aU-new 1981 Mazda GLe's
now with front-wheel drive

.*43
EST. MPC

est.

Research vessel Hollis Hedberg

_t

An £qual Opportunity Emp/oyer

hwy m PK

-With Hpeed tl'alllll1luion. Remember. camper.
tbiI EPA stimat. to the 'lestlmated mill" of Cltber
m,n. You may
d1fferentmll..... depeadlllloD bow
)'OU ~. weather c:cmditklU. ad trip Jenath.
Your actual blpway
will probably be 1_
thIIl tbe eltlmated IIillbway mUea,e.
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GULF RECRUITING REPRESENTATIVE S ON CAl'1PUS :
FEBRUARY 6 I
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HARCH 9 , 1 98 1

In 1

FEBRUARY 13, 1 98 1

.~1ARCH

FEBRUARY 25 , lS 81

APRIL IJ· , 1981

FEBRUARY 26 , 1981

APRIL 15, 1 98 1
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Miners to battle Rivermen
By DAVE ROBERTS
The UMR Miners will try
to stop the outside shooting
of
the
University
of
Missouri-5t. Louts Rivennen
when the two teams meet
Saturday at the Gale
Bullman
Multi-Purpose
Building.
In their two previous
outings this season, UMSL
and the Miners have split.
UMR won the first game 77-

63 in the Graceland Tournament and the Rivennen
bounced back to capture the
second contest 88-73.
In their win over UMR, the
Rivennen displayed excellent outside shooting
ability. UMSL got hot In the
second ' half and buJIt a big
lead.
"UMSL has a very fine
team. They have been
playing very well of late,"
Miner head coach Billy Key

said. "They shot very well
against us In the second half.
We have to try to stop that
this time."
One plus for the Miners
will be Rick Fuerman, who
missed ·the last contest
between the two teams with
a knee Injury. "Fuennan
helps us a great deal on
defense, although he's not at
fuJI speed yet," Key said.
Fuennan will most likely

MISSOURI MINER
Thursday, February 5, 1981
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SMSjoins Division I,
women enter MIAA
MIAAUPDATE

In the MIAA, the voting has enjoyed a long and
representatives, acting on a
COLUMBIA
The recommendation made by pleasant relationship with
the schools and represenMissouri
Intercollegiate 'Llncoln
University
tatives of the MlAA. Our
Athletic Association has President Dr. James Frank,
decision to move to a diftaken steps to Include voted
to
support the
women's sports in the proposed NCAA governance ferent division In the NCAA
conference and to hire a fuJI plan that will Include does not in any way influence our happy memories
time commissioner.
provisions for women's of this long relationship with
sports In the NCAA. That you," Dr. Meyer wrote in
Faculty representatives governance plan was passed
.
and athletic directors voted during the NCAA convention ' part.
unanimously to add women's In Miami, January 12-14.
The ieague approved the
sports In the MIAA. League
selection of academic allpresident Alton' Bray was
The group also voted' to conference teams In alldirected to appoint a com- seek new members for the
conference sports.
The
mittee to draw up the needed
conference
with
Bray selections are to be made by
regulations and he Indicated
directed to make contacts the
league sports inthe committee would Include with prospective schools.
formation director. The
representativ\!S from all
In a move that had been SID's were also asked to
seven SChOOls, In the MIAA.
announced some time ago, develop a new plan for the
He said he hoped the comSouthwest Missouri ' state determination of the all
mittee rePort would be ready
University officially with- sports champion In the
for league approval in
'
drew from the MIAA. South- MIAA.
March.
west will leave the league at
A
new
division
alignment
the end of the 198(}-81 school
Bray will also appoint a
year and will take steps to for baseball was approved.
committee that will begin
elevate the Bears to NCAA The Northern Division will
screening for a fulltime
Include Central Missouri,
Division I status.
commissioner and staff for
Lincoln, Northeast Missouri
the MIAA conference. The
and Northwest Missouri
Dr.
Duane
Meyer,
league unanimously appresident
of Southwest while the Southern Division
proved the hiring of a fuJI
will include Missouri-Rolla,
Missouri State, had a
time staff after .voting to
Missouri-St.
Louis,
statement read by faculty
raise membership dues from
representative Ken Brown. Southeast Missouri, and
$1,500 per year to $5,000 per
"Southwest Missouri State Southwest Missouri.
year. That committee will be
composed of two faculty
representatives, two athletic
directors, one president and
at least two women ..
Forum Plaza
11 a .m. -9 p.m .

guard 6-5 senior forward
Gary Rucks, who burned the
Miners for 26 points In the
last game. Another player
UMR will have to watch Is
guard William HarriS, a 6-3
junior. Harris hit for 20
points In the UMR win including 12 late ill the second
half.
UMSL is the new team in
the MIAA, voted in this
school year, The Rivennen
have turned some heads with
their league play. They sat
atop the league standings for
a few weeks and are now 6-3
in the league and 12-6
overall.
The Miners will probably
play without starting forward Jeff Davis, who has a
back injury. Key said It
would be a plus to have
Davis back but he doesn't
expect it. Also out is Kerry
Turner', who again reinjured
·a ,knee in Monday night's
game
with
Southeast
Missouri State.

1981

INDOOR TRACK SCHEDULE

Jan. 27
Feb,5
Feb. 14
Feb. 21
Feb. 25
March 7

By DAN BROWN

JOBS IN ALASKA!
Summer

' 800· 2000

year - round .

monthly I

Park s.

Fisheries , Nursing and' more!
1981 Employer listings . in foramtion guide . $4 . Alasco .

STEAK

2.78

8 Oz. Chuck

STEAK

,2 .49

~

Roddy Rogers scored a
point for the Miners with his
fifth place finish in a tough
field of qYarter-mllers. And
then Roddy joined Rick Lux
and two freshmen, Tim
Schoenecker and
Dave

3.35

Includes Baked Potato or French Fries & Texas

Millman, to take fourth iJ
the mile relay.
Mark Stucky put forth a
excellent effort in the mil
run. But his 4:27 was onI,
good enough for a sixth plac
finish In this loaded evenl
The top three finishers wer
all under4:20! '
Dave Moore and Brer
Haefner also ran well. The
managed to survive a field (
40 or more two milers an
both finished In the top ten.
Today the Miners ar
headed fo), Warrensburgh i
hopes of improving on thei
fourth place finish an
lowering their Individu,
times
at the Centr<
Missouri State Indoor Trac
Meet.

Desianers

STEAK

1341·2

8l

1431 Hauck Drive

..

,

•

~

Long or Short
We give the look you want

Toast . Free Ice Cream.

~~~~~~~~M~

Pittsburg, KS
Warrensburg, MO
Warrensburg, MO
Columbia, MO
Warrensburg, MO
Warrensburg, MO

Forum II Hair

8 Oz . Fillet

..---------------Box 9337 . Son Jose , CA 95157

first meet as a chance to
take advantage of Pitttrack
sburgh's _ Indoor
facilities, a freshman triple
jumper, Randy Shed, was
demonstrating
his
outstanding leaping ability.
Randy hopped, skipped and
jumped for 45'9 112 ", easily
enough to take ffrst In the
triple jump. Randy also
competed in the 6()..yard
dash, 300-yard dash and the
long jump.

Fourth out of eleven
teams : That's how the UMR
track team finished last
Tuesday at the Pitlsburgh
State Invitational Track
Meet. The ' Miners fell one
point short of the UiiI'd place
team frOlt1 Southwestern
Kansas.
The Miners managed to
capture first In two events.
In the 600-yard run, Rick Lux
once again displayed his
lightning speed and made
winning look, effortless. He
finished with a 1: 12.9 - four
seconds ahead of his nearest
competitor!
While most of the field
event men were using their

G&D STEAK HOUSE

60z. Ribeye

Pittsburg State Invitation
Central Missouri State Invitational
Mid-West Invitational
All Mo-Invitational
Triangular Meet
MIAA Conference Meet

Cinde,men shine,
Lux wins at Pitt

Open 7 days

In a move related to the
adoption of women's sports

Jeff Kipp demonstrates the shooting touch tha
has made him the Miners top scorer this year
The Miners will host UMSL this Saturday in th4
Multi-Useless Building.

HAIRSTYLING
CHAMPION

Rolla

197~·t97 4 ·1975·1979

- .. - -...... -.... -..... - --... - --- ..... .. _...... - ..
"

~ -~- '

.

-
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Free throws lift Miners
By DAVE ROBERTS

head coach Billy Key went to
his bench and put freshmen
Wentz and Rodney Vessell
on the floor. Vessell played a
solid defensive game, as did
Wentz.

Freshman guard Todd
Wentz canned two free
throws with 45 seconds left to
put the UMR Miners ahead
for good in their 62-56 victory
over Southeast Missouri
Forwards Jeff Kipp and
State Monday night at the Rick Fuerrnan did a number
Gale Bullman Multi-Purpose defensively on Southeast's
Building.
Otto Porter, the nation's
The win improved the leading scorer coming into
Miners' record to 11-7 the contest. Porter finished
overall and 3-5 in league with 19 points, almost eight
play.
below his average. He hit
UMR hit six free throws only eight of 24 shots from
with less than a minute left the field and turned the ball
to down the Southeast In- over 12 times.
dians. After Wentz hit his
two free shots, Leonardo
While making the going
Lucas and Rick Fuerrnan rough for Porter, Kipp and
each added two more to Fuerman combined for 37
assure the Miners a win.
points. Kipp, the team's top
Southeast led for most of scorer, fired in 25 points and
the game, ' but the tide Fuerman added 12. Kipp's
started to turn when Miner slam dunk off a fast break

1M

midway through the second closer than the final score
half fired up the Gale- indicated.
Bullman crowd.
The Miners trailed by just
Kipp grabbed 12 rebounds
eight points with five
and Fuerrnan was right minutes left in the contest
behind with 11 boards. Kipp,
but the CMS Mules exploded
a 6-7 senior from Kansas for 19 unanswered points to
City, is ninth in the nation in pull away.
rebounding, averaging more
than 11 a game. He ts also
Billy
Fennelly,
the
averaging better than 17 nation's defending scoring
points a game and needs just champion, fired in 30 against
55 more points to become the the Miners while junior
tenth player in UMR's college
transfer
Kevin
history to score 1,000 points. Fromm added ' 17 and
Key calls Kipp the most reserve
forward
John
improved player in the Bruner,13.
MIAA. "I feel Jeff is one of
Kipp got 20 points to lead
the premier players in the
UMR and freshman guard
league now," Key said.
Kent Dinsdale had ten.
Saturday's Game
The Miners ~ lost to
Central is ranked fourth in
defending MIAA champion the nation. Last season the
Central Missouri State ~1 Mules ended with a ~2
last Saturday at Warren- regular season mark.
sburg but the game was

Feb

Feb

Feb

Feb.

Feb.

Feb.
Feb.

-

Feb.
Feb.

Feb.:

Feb.:
Feb.:
Feb.l

'Won

In
By

Intra!
in
Club, tl
DOW

Vessell's
Racquet CI·ub

pion, is

teams.
At III
regular

be held
top two
will QUl

Alex Pizza Palace
122 W. 8th Street Rolla
NOW OPEN FOR LUNCH 11 A.M.-2 P.M.

-SANDWICHES' -SALADS -SPAGHETTI
-BEER -GYROS SANDWICH

For FREE DELIVERY of Pizzas
364·2669 or 364·9878

Student
and
Group
Rates
Available

364-6466 .
,\\~SELll

•

Racquet Club
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Swimmers win two

,Intramural basketball

500 yd, Freestyle; and J oe
Pericich in the 200 yd,
Freestyle and the 400 Free
Relay, Other swimmers also
contributed greatly to the
cause by reaching times
which were season bests,

By DAVE JONES
EAST

Feb,5

Feb, 9

7:45
8:45
9:45
10:45
5:30
6:30

Campus-Sig Nu
RHA-Tech Eng
SigEp-TKE
Kappa.Sig-PiKA
Delta Tau-Theta Xi
ABS-TJHA
Phi Kap-KA
Triangle-Delta Sig
Beta Sig-Pi KA
TKE-GDI
Delta Tau-Triangle
BSU-AEPi
Lambda Chi-A Phi A
CSA-Acacia
GDI-MHA-West
Campus-Kappa Sig
SigPI-CCH
ABS-SigEp
Wesley-Newman
*ZTA-Stardusters
*AW8-TJHA
*AB8-KD
*Chi O-WHA
.Newman-DofN
*GDI-Wesley
Sig Nu-Phi Kap
Tech Eng-TJHA
Lambda Chi-Theta Xi
RHA-MHA-West
Delta Sig-Wesley
KA-MHA-East
Campus-Phi Kap
AB8-Tech Eng
AE Pi-CSA
Sig Pi-Sig Tau
BSU-CCH
A Phi A-Newman
Delta Tau-Lambda Chi
Kappa Sig-Beta Sig
Theta Xi-Newman
TJHA-MHA-West
Sig NU-MHA-East
Sig Ep-GDI
Sig Tau-Acacia
Triangle-Wesley
Miner Varsity Basketball- Men
KA-Pi KA
TKE-RHA
Sig Pi-BSU
Delta Sig-A Phi A
Campus-Beta Sig
AB8-GDI
Delta Tau-Wesley
Phi Kap-MHA-East
CCH-CSA
Miner Varsity Basketball- Women
Tech Eng-MHA-West
Triangle-A Phi A
Theta Xi-Delta Sig
Sig Nu-Pi KA
Kappa Sig-KA
TJHA-TKE
Lambda Chi-Newman
Sig Ep-RHA
Beta Sig-MHA-East
*AB8-AWS
·Chi O-Stardusters
·WHA-Wesley
*TJHA-Newman
*ZTA-GDI
*KD-DofN
Playoffs
Playoffs
Playoffs

7:30

Feb,10

Feb, 11

Feb,12

Feb, 16
Feb, 17

Feb,18
Feb, 19

Feb, 23

WEST

8:30
9:30
10:30
6:15
7:15
8:15
9:15
10:15
7:45
8:45
9:45
10:45
7:45
8:45
9:45
10:45
6:15
7:15
8:15
9:15
10:15
6:15
7:15
8:15
9:15
10:15
7:45
8:45
9:45

Feb,24
Feb, 25
Feb, 26

On Friday, Jan, 30, the
Miner swim team traveled to
Kirksville for a dual meet
against the Bulldogs of
Northeast Mo, State, UMR
took control of the meet from
the beginning, winning the
400 Medley Relay and
placing first and second in
both the 1000 and 200 yard
freestyle events, The winning went on throughout the
whole meet, with the Miners
taking the top two spots in all
but a few events, This
momentum carried the
Miners to a 76-33 win, By the
close of the contest, several
UMR swimmers recorded
double wins. Among these
were Ed Krygier in the 400
Medley Relay 8I!d the 200 yd,
Breaststroke; Don Foster in
the 400 Medley Relay and the

·Women's Games

Intramurals
By JOHN DANIEL
Intramural basketball is
now into full swing, Campus
Club, the defending champion, is one of six undefeated
teams,
At the conclusion of the
regular season, pll!yoffs wlll
be held in each division, The
top two teams in each league
will qualify for the playoffs

on February 24-26,
Handball action starts this
week and wrestling is
beginning to get some attention since it will be held
March 2-5,
Above are the intramural
basketball
standings
(through Jan, 29) as well as
the
schedule
for
the
remainder of the games,

MavEakos

~CandiEii>
... they say the sweetest things
St. Louis' favourite since 1907_

Heart Gift Boxes

From 2.39
(Reserve your candy early!)

oIf

~!tloWERS
1107 Pine Rolla
364·3161

The next afternoon the
Miners swam against the
University of Northern Iowa,
At this meet, the Miners
faced a very tough Division I
school, one of the few really
serious about Its swim team,
The battie was fierce
through the entire meet,
with a total point dilference
ranging from just two to
five, This provided added
excitement for the spectators and both benches, The
score was 54-52 going into the
last relay with the Panthers
ahead, The UMR relay team
finished with a time of three
minutes twenty seconds, a

full two seconds ahead of
UI\iTs team, thus glving the
Miners a well-deserved
victory with a score of 5~54,
The next meet for the
Miners
Is
Saturday,
February 7, at Springfield
against a very tough Southwest Mo, State team, The
BearS of Southwest are the
rivals of UMR and the only
team in the MIAA capable of
taking the conference titie
away from the Miners, who
have won the conference
meet six times in the last
seven years, The Miners and
the Bears both have many
strong swimmers on their
roster, so the, meet wlll be
very exciting, glving a
glimpse of the possible
outcome of the conference
meet. The next home meet
for UMR wlll be on Feb, 20
against the Tigers of Mizzou,
another tough match-up,

DIVISION I
League I
_Campus Club
PhiKap
BetaSig
SigNu
PiKA
MHA-East
KA
KappaSlg

3
3
2
2

League II
ABS
Tech Eng
TJHA
SlgEp
TKE
GDI
RHA
MHA-West

0
0
1
1

1 2
1 2
o 3
o 3

3 0
2 1
2 1

2 1
1 2
1 2
1 2
o 3

DMSIONII

League I
SigPI
BSU
SigTau
Acacia
CCH
CSA
AEPi

3 0
2 0
2 1

2 1

o
o
o

2

2
3

League II
Wesley
Triangle
Newman
APhiA
Lambda Chi
DeltaSig
Delta Tau
Theta Xi

2
2
2
2

0
1
1
1

"Most of the engineers

1 1

I

I

1 2
3

o

"What I learned in
Army ROTC ?bout leadership
and management, I've put to
good use."
Army ROTC got Frank
Quackenbush off to a good
start in his field. It can do th e
same for you whether you're
a civil engineer or an English
major. For more information
on Army ROTC, scholarships
and the $1,000 a year spending
money you can earn your lasr
two years, stop by the Army
ROTC office on campus.
And begin your future as
an officer.

wound up as an assistant
engineer to somebody else.
Maybe doing the derails for
somebody else's design or
supervising some small aspect
of construction.
"But my first year as
an Engineer Lt.. I've designed
many of my,own projects and
supervised the construction on
everyth ing from baseball dugouts to the concrete work on
a dam. Earthmoving, grading.
fi ll ing. paving, concrete work,
n1asonry-you name it, I've
supe rvised it.
"Whether I stay in the
Army or go into civilian construction work later, I've got
experience that some engineers
won't have when they're 30 1
"More than supervising
construct ion. I've learned how
to ma nage people. I' ve got 40
right now I have to plan for and
see to in terms of a myriad of
details of the ir lives.
2nd Lr. Frank Quackenbush majored In CIVIl englneerthe Unt\'e~H'I' of An:ona and was::J member of
Army ROTC

In!,! 31

At UMR See Cpt. Mike Chambers
Bldg T-2 341 -4741

I"~------------------------

ARMY ROTC.

W

1 2

HIS FIRST YEAR OUT OF COWGE
FRANK QUACKENBUSH RENOVATED THREE
BUILDINGS. WORKED ON A DAM. PAVED A ROAD.
AND BUILT TWO CHOPPER PADS.
I graduated with probably

"

I
I
I

BE ALL YOU CAM BE.
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Women cagers bow to Southwest
By DOUG MOSLEY

your opponent, you'll most
often end up victorious," and
rebounding is Karen's strong
suit. Karen also led the team
in field goal percentage last
season, hitting at a 47 per-

The UMR Lady Miners
suffered a jolting setback at
the hands of the Southwest
Missouri
State
Bears
Tuesday night, losing by a cent clip. Number three:
score of 80-52. After that The Lady Miners, to put it
opening line, I've probably -nluntly,
have
been
lost most of my readers, wallowing in the midst of a
("Hmmm, so mucli for mid-season, or, as one of the
women's
basketball,
I Behm sisters put it, (I can't
wonder what Koenig is going tell you which one it was,
to ridicule this week?"), so they look so darned much
"a
full-season
I'll try to relate to the rest of alike) ,
you on a more casual tone, slump! "
Sure, they lost 80-52 ; I guess
you coilld call it a blow-out.
If you want a good overall
But there are a lot of other summary of the game, I
factors that you have to think the two opposing
consider. Number one: The coaches summed it up the
Miners shot an atrocious 30 best. "We just shot the lights
percent from the field and out tonight," said Marti
only 55 percent from the free
Gasser, the second year
throw line while the Bears of
coach for the SMS Bears.
SMS shot a blistering 63
Miners
coach
Annette
percent from the floor, but Caruso later countered with,
only 47 percent from the line. "We couldn't buy a basket
Number two : The Lady for a hundred dollars." But
Miners are playing without don't give up just yet; there
senior
forward
Karen is hope for the women's
Peacock. This factor was basketball team. So far, this
glaring in the SMS loss as the whole article has sounded ·
Miners were outrebounded
by a 43-25 margin. There is like something from the
an old basketball adage that obituaries column, but the
says, "If you outrebound Lady Miners aren't ready to

be buried at this point in
time. There are several
positive sides to this year's
squad. Tuesday night's
starting lineup consisted of
one sophomore, (point guard
Darlene Bramel) , and four
freshmen,
(Laurie and
Leslie Behm, Gail Halsey,
and six-foot, two-inch center
Linda Hill) . Karen Peacock
is the oniy senior on the
whole squad. Becky Ommen,
Val Lewis, and Tina Walker
are all juniors, and the rest
of the squad is made up of
sophomores and freshmen,
So this is a team that we will
be seeing for quite some
time. And, if these girls keep
playing the kiJ}d of gam!!
·that they are capable of, (as
we saw in their victory over
Lincoln two weeks ago), we
might have a state championship team among us.

one game than I got in four
years of riding the bench in
high school. Plus, women's
college basketball has a
couple of rule changes that
add to the excitement. There

•

' /

is no " backcourt," so there's
no 10 second count and no
"over and back calls,"
which puts more of an emphasis on offense. And, there
is a 30 second shot clock,
which puts an emphasis on
fast offense!
Now that I have each and
every one of you completely
intrigued by this team, I'll
also tell you that they need
support. And I mean rowdy,
yelling, screaming, g1ve-emhell support. They have two

I

remaining home games; one
on February 18 against
William Woods College and ~ (I
another on February 20
versus Northeast Missouri
The quality about this State. I cordially invite each
team that impresses me the and every one of you to join
most is that they are runme at half-court on the north
ning, hustling, scrappy, side of the Gale Bullman
hard-nosed group of girls. If . Multi-Useless . Building for
there's a loose ball on the the rowdiest and most
floor, the Lady Miners will economical,
(free with
student
I.D.),
way
to pass a The Lady Miners fell last Tuesday to SMS 80-52.
usually come up with it.
Their next game is at Culver-Stockton College
blustery
winter
evening.
They get more splinters in
this Friday.
McDONALD'S GOLDEN ARCHES CLUB
Rolla·SI. Roben Chapler

WIN $100,000 INSTANTLY!
~LAY McDONALD' S® $10,000,000
" BUILDA
BIGMAC"®

KIDS! KIDS! KIDS!
11 and under

~

GcMdenArchesMenDenhip~bythefot~:

Able lDCkcnd Kf!y20%,COfTI'T'CI'lWeaIth ThNfers (UpfOrM"l &
Rifl) approx. 1/ 2 pric:e, " K" Mart·doubIe w/ue 01 wndor
coupons. UMR Attlletic E~ts' 1I2 pric:e, National Superrnar1Ii't : ShOW Golden Arc:hes Card· ~ VIP Can::
~Ua Cable TV·free ~Ie installation in the cable area

Bring a self. made
Valentine made 'out

10 Ronald McDonald·
sign your name,
age, address.

T'hefoUCWIi'Ing.-eoffering.l0· dlSCDUf1f: I
Bisnop Clothing, DooIinie Mini· Tr\.Idcs on plcX up ~ and
accessories, Estey ~I~ Genn,(,s HoI..I5e

and receive a free Bic

shaver. Offer good while
Anyone 16 or
olde:- can ~Iay

necessary

supply of shavers last.

Begins Fi!b. 15

01 Fashion.

Helen' s Gift Shop. Larry's RONerS. L.ynd"I Bn:lI!.. Fumlture
1~lIal, Millef'Glass on stormdocn. The A'arT'I! Shop on oils,
Missouri Old UJ)ho'Sfe1ing on rT'IItef1ats. ~fOOrTWY
Ward (Rolla) on catalog, Needle Craft, Nom'I!r'I Dee N!otel,
Phnling Plus on pef"SOOaliZed stationery, Q\HIfity Tire &
ServiCE, Re\lCO 0rv9s on I'b. & RIf!'\<o productS. Stef1ing
Hillbilly ([)evil's Elbow · 1·-4-4 Di)Q)f'l Exit), WeImr'T'e Aboard:
Faris Bros. (lottling, 51. Robert, ~la Hairstyling Center
(8ca Hedric:kS 364· 1231), Resell It Shop, l.Ogos Bc:dt StI:W'e

Umit 1 shaver per visit.

BUY A McCHICKEN FOR LDVE
FebnJary28 · McOonald'sof RDllawm~ :20 to low for
eadl McChicXen sold

CREW BIRTHDAYS
KIDS! KIDS! KIDS!
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb

Ronald McDonald
will visit Rolla

McDonald's Mardl 1.4
and St. Robert
McDonald's March 15 .
SUNDAY

MQNDAY

UMR MEAL PLAN

SLOGAN NIGHT

TUESDAY
2

Wolf hQtw1·win a bag of
fries. Tanan yell ·win a
burger. Coyote tlQIM·win
abreak.fast .

" T~

The fellOWs at KappaAlpha
du"l)ed mtfee Into their OXJk's
Shoes. l"hey he.YO nottling for a
50 a ClKico!. KA asked :
" Did yoo find out 'AhO put the
aJffee in yoor ShoeS?"

Kappa AlPha Cede. I'1:!'Piled : " No.
But I krKM'v.tlO drank it ."

all beef pcII1ies,
spedal sauce, le11vcr,
cneese, pickles, ooionson
a sesarre seed bun."
Say il In 2 seconds·Win a
bag if fries.
6 p.rn 109 p. rn

SLOGA N NIGHT
" Choosey d'leese ChooSers
always say Cheese please
Yohen they ChooSe the
Cheese in the cheeseburvers at McDonald's."
Say it in 2 se<Df')dS·win
bag of frle.

1O~

6p.m 109p.rn

THURSDAY

HULA HOOP NIGHT

p.rn

10

" Ready 10 pop lhe question?
Ccndlelight dinner and
McDonald' s GII1 Certificates will
real lysottenhef'up."

Bill (GA No. III): "What rrust

6p.mt09p.m

" FiSh in theOCl!an,
!iSh in the sea.
FiSh at McOJnald's as
great as ca1 be."

"Already so late, you're
msslng the tun,
use our dri-...e Ihru,
quickly you're done."

HULA HOOP NIGHT

Card tridt·wln a bag of fries.
Coin tridt·wln a burger.
/IIIa<e yourwlf disappear·
win a breadast.

1 hOop-Win abal}of fries.
3 hOops·win a burger.
Senior Citizen, 1 hOopwin abreakfasl .

6 p.rn 109 p.rn

6 p.rn to 9 p.rn

" OurfiSh Is so tender,
so flaky, cnj light,
You"lIloveourfiletSCll'ldwldl
fromtheveryfi~ bite.

" Tired of studying, of
lextbooks a'KI fact?
Then corre to iVICOonald's to
eat cYtd relax. "

11

CAN DLEUGHT NIGHT

~dObefore~ca1expecf

341 ·2180, asit#ormanaget".
McDonald's birthdayQlkes
available for hOme parties.

forgiveness for our sins?"

7

" I make 5100. a dav."
U oyd : " Honest1"
Crave : " What's the diHerence?"

louise Maggi: " You' -...e been all
over- that before. "

13

12

" Are there many rrosquitoes
here? : A$l(ed Norris Fine,
v.tK> was ttlinking of buying
a bungatow by the Mi!Jnrrec
ri~Shore .

" NoneYotlate..er, " replied
fClf1'"ed real estate sales perjOI"I
Diane s.anctbom, " Those saeens
'JOU see on S()(T'l! of the houses are
there to keep out the flying fish."

"A Big Mac IO~ always
gets his v.om3n . "

DAVE'S BARBER SHOP
(Rolla' s Clip Joint )

Him: " You have a Iovelyrrouth."

" Umit 19 sundaes to
acustorret"."

6 p.rn t09 p.rn

UMR VARSITY SPORTS

[)ao..oe

Ard'lie (GA No. 11 0): "Sin!"

" What aniCEwayfostartlhe
Valentine Fe~."

Warren's Basketball la'1Vp relays · all Varsity Basketball
halftilT'eS. Men's Tug 0' War . all haH times ~ty
basketball garres

SATURDAY

GOLDENARCHES'CLUB 6

6p. m. to9p.m

UMR INTRAMURALS

We cater to all ages.
No fuss! lila rruss! Call us !

FRIDAY
S

CANDLEUGHT NIGHT

3 hoops·win a bufgel'.
Senior Citizen, 1 hOop·win
a breakfasl .

" Our 0"f!tN is so friendl y
soquidt with a smile,
A trip 10 lY.cOlnald's is
YoQrtheverymle."

a

CREW PERSON OF THE MONTH
KEN BOEKER

1 hOop·win a bag of fries.

TRICK NIGHT

UMR MEAL PlAN

.Jotv'I Anderson : " I lOng ll90
made up my mnd to kiss every
gin 'M'Io made thai silly r't'fT'IIIIr1<.
"toN in~fino ."
5us<!n,.,.,." " How
inten-sfing."

6 p. rn

Feb. l -Aquarius Feb. 20-Plsces Stone-Amethyst

WEDNESDAY

CALJ..OFTHEWILDNIGHT 3

Stone
Sign
Garnet·Aquarlus
Gamet·Aquarlus
Garnet' Aquarlus
Garnet-Aquarius

6·Gerald Shaddetord
11 Debbie Hoffmeister
II Christofer Rector
20' Helga lJ.mtsford

Nidt ~ton : " Woman, 'IOU' re
so durrb, you think B.Ynuma'ld
Baily are IT'I!IrTieO to eadlother!"
Sa-c!il

Preston : " What's the

di~

as long as they lOve

eachothler."

UMRMEALPlAN
22
" Are you ~nted Wittl
~?"~

There's rT"CIf"t' in the mddle
of an Egg .v.cMoffin than an
egg in the middle of
alTlJtfin."

6 p.rn 109 p.rn

6 p rn t09 p.rn

" The day is so dre.Yy, you're

a bag of fries.

mssing the sun,
Corre to McDonald's and
join in our fun ."

" When -,ou stop tooonslder' a
quaner povl"ldel'"wilh Cheese,
You' ll see that M cDonald's
knows how 10 please "

6 p. rn 109 p.rn

LAUGH NIGHT
L.augh tor 30 5ea)f'Ids

win a bag of fries
lAugh for a mnute-

Prof, Kovalf : " Shak.espea-e has

" Our Happy /tItNJ IighlSthe
IInleone'seves.
When they find in .ts' box
a spedal surprise."

350 \"ears."
lLonardo : " Gee, \0Il00'1 fTT1
brother besurpri Ed to hear that !"'

I " bubble-win a baI.;J of fries.
3" bubble·win abul"get".
5" bubble win a breakfast .

Sayitin2~· wln

PI'ofeossoI"Kovalf.
L.J:!onarOo L.uc.as : " Nolpenonally,
Buf he' s a doSe friend
ofmybrottler."
beerideadfol"lT'I:lre ttl¥!

1 hOop·win a bag of fries
3 hOops·win a burger.
Senior Citizen, 1 hOop.
win a breakfasl

Wina~.

23

WHISTLER'S NIGHT

24

WOlf ....... Ist!e·win a bag of fries.
Whistle Dixie-Win aburver-.

6prn109p.rn

6 p rn t09 p.rn

HULA HOOP NIGHT

2S

I hOop-Win a bag of fries.
3 hoops win a burger
SenIOr" C.lizen, I hOop
win a bredkfasl

6prnto9p.rn

" Gosh." said Bi lly Key, " You
ITIJsI be mghtv independent."

" Tired of paying 100 mJCh
foI"ameal?
Corre 10 McDonald's for a
really good deal ."

" No," replied Dewey. " Not
nearly as independent
as that bull ."

BUBaLEGUM NIGHT
I " bubble' WIn a bag of fries
J" bubble-wln a burger
5" bubble WIn a breakfasl

6 p rn 109 p,rn

6 p.rn '09 p rn
" we ha\oe Shakes with great
itclloOr', fries with a fl air,
The friendliest O?:W -,ou' 11
f.nd anyoMlere ..

" A QucYTet" Fbunder a day,
Chases the grouctlle5 fHWJY."

'" gol a ranch with fiHy
CDW5andonebull ." said
Oew!!y Allgood

" Wanl 10 SUrprISe 'p'OUr
lamly tonight
Go to McDonald's
upnght ..

do.,

ROLLA HIGH SCHOOL EVENTS
BoY's

~I

Feb. lJ· Helias 6 :30, Feb. 17·WeynesvUIe
6:JO, Feb. 2O-FtJlton 6 :30, Feb. 2-4·West Aains 6:30, Feb.
17 Mexioo6 :30 Gir1 's ~I Feb. 2·Jeff. Clfy6:30, Feb.
23 Owensville 6 :30, Feb. 26· Hovston 6 :30, Feb. 28 · ~
1:00 p. rn

14

BETA.J:HI StGMA

Terry Harris: " My wife

Merit Badge Uni\llleBity Oir(

thinlGl ' m~ ."

UMRCafTl)US9 :30a.rn · 04:30p.m
Saturday, February 28, 1981
For"info.· Sa:luts ClJII JlmLynd"l3-41 '2810

Ma-"gcYel (Qak Meldr:Nls f
d'lef) : " Yes. I heard her" say so."
Terry : " Did you? When?"
Mcrgaret : " The time She catled
you m idiot ."

t--~U::'M;';R:-:M~EA~L-:;F\A:-:-:N::-""1:-:S+--"""S:-:lDGA="'N"'N""GH=T"""-;'1"'6t---:,7:M""T'"A'''TO'''R;::'N::'':::G7:H '''T-01''1:+--'''H'''U'''L'''''''H:::OO=P"''N''''G'''H'''T-;1;;'+--'.'''u'''.:::.7:lEG=
A
U::'M:':N...,'G"'H...,T:-;-;19:t----------,2;;;O+---------;:2~1
Imtate a rrovie star'win a bag
of fries. Imtate an animal ·win
a burger. Imtate a laughing
hymctwin abreakfasl .

Men ' s Wrestling Feb . 6· 7 Miner Crash Wrestling
Toumarrent, Una)ln NE UMSL
Men's Basketball· Feb. 2,s. E /110. Slate, Feb. 7·UMSL. Feb.
14 N.E Mo. State, Feb. 16· N.W . Mo. 51., Feb. 21 ' Centrai
fW). Slate
SwirTYning· Feb. 2· UMC
Warren's Baske~1 Feb. 3·S.W . /110. Stelle, Feb. lS·W .M .
Woods, Feb. 20· N. E. f1k. State

Be"y Ff'an~t inlo Revco
Drugs and bought tv.o padtages
of invisable hairpins As She paid
She asked U!o Zibert : " Are you
sure lhose hair pins
cYe invi sable?"

ST. PATRICK'S

dcMIntoMl Rotla. SiJfT'e tirl"e, same dates.

CONGRATULATIONS,LOIS McCRAY
H~ng
~rg

SECRETARIES CORNER

out 01

themfor'~."

10 Call 3Al -4147 . Serrinat' corring up In April during
~Iaries Week. More on ttlis later.

SECRETARY OF THE MONTH
KAREN MATLOCK

DocJ.mMyef' " Howoften
does ,he pam CDfT'l! on?' '

FOR GRADE SCHOOL AND JUNIOR HIGH

OOl'lsSctlnelder " EVery
five mnvtes."

" Why did Robin Hood rtlbfheric:h?"

DocMyer " And lasts?"
A~~

Dons SCflneuier ' " Well a
qucYTer of an hour at leaSt i,

Basketball Queen
High School

February rreeting of Rolla area ct\apter NSA will be FebnJ.wy
Leo Zibert : " I' ve SQ(d rrore than
S40 . YoOrth today Mld y"c' -...e been

21

26

BOARD

51. Patridc;'s Board announces Irs sales fon:E will be Bf
McOlnclId's. Rolla. Saturday, Febn.r.Yy 21 5'Id Saturday,
February 28 from 9:00 a.m to 2:00 p.m On sa6e will be the
oH.dai SI. Pars rren:tww'Ktise. SatesIT'I!n will abo be at

~'--------------I
Fill OUT and retum to rT'W"Iager'

____________

~

______________

~----------------~~~--Fill out and giw to m:naget'·win a bag 01 ~

Iowa's
asking
indulging

practices
Wbeeler-d(
oil mark!

nation,
commodih
scarce. A'
over the sI

lesstban ..

